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Darko Suvin  

   

TO EXPLAIN FASCISM TODAY*/   

 

Ihr aber lernet, wie man sieht statt stiert 

Und handelt, statt zu reden noch und noch. 

So was hätt einmal fast die Welt regiert! 

Die Völker wurden seiner Herr, jedoch 

Daß keiner uns zu früh da triumphiert – 

Der Schoß ist fruchtbar noch, aus dem das kroch!  

[Therefore learn to see and not to gape/ To act instead of 

talking all day long./ The world was almost ruled by that 

ape!/ The peoples put him where his kind belong/ But don’t 

exult too soon at your escape:/ The womb he crept from is 

still going strong!]  

Brecht, The Resistible Rise of Arturo Ui 

 [Transl. by R. Manheim modified] 

 

Tout comprendre ce n’est pas tout pardonner. 

[To understand all does not mean to forgive all.] 

  Anonymous 20th-Century wit  

 

0. An authority in 1996 estimated the number of writings on fascism at over 100.000. If half of this 

is correct, a lifetime of studying would not be enough to keep abreast. I have a lifetime interest in 

fascism, since it threatened to bring my life to an end at the age of 11, but only a few months of 

intensive study. What I propose here is limited but still ambitious: a historico-epistemological 

introduction to the concept, its practical results, and its horizons. I do not hide that I find the results 

as well as the horizon most abhorrent, but my primary business is to examine it and help my readers 

to do so. As the great Lucian of Samosata told us almost two millennia ago,  a philosophical historian, 

“even if he personally hates somebody,”  must be able “to hold the public cognitive interest as more 

eminent and truth dearer than enmity.” 

Like Michael Mann (ix), I can acknowledge any scholarship dealing with unknown details, 

facets, forms, and nuances of fascism, yet refuse all horizons -- only too frequent in such scholarship 

-- that forget mass murder and mass terror: “ashes of the dead knock against my breast” (as De 

Coster has it in his impressive novel Thyl Ulenspiegel). The fascists were very clear that their ideas 

and forms are to serve the will to power, and it is finally counter-productive to separate these aspects. 

The alternative pitfall is to banalise and normalise fascism, as many academics of the last 50 years 

do.  

Yes, many other forces in the age of World Wars and mutant capitalism were involved in mass 

murder and mass terror, leaden martial-law pall, a reduction of life to greed draped as high ideals or 

to vegetating in need, and so on. Yet fascism – always in company of nationalist violence, and after 

the late 1920s possibly of Stalinism – was the spearhead of these forces, grimly fascinating but 
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“perfectly sinful,” to use Fichte’s phrase. Fascism was and is not a sideshow or aberration from the 

progress of capitalism but a structural possibility or indeed trend and result of it: “We must take 

seriously the chance that fascists might return” (Mann 4)!  

 

1. Presuppositions and Delimitations  

To articulate historically past matter does not mean to 

understand “how it really was.” It means taking hold of 

a memory as it flares up in a moment of danger.  

 Benjamin, On the Concept of History  

 

1.1. The Matrix: Masses under Capitalism  

No fascism was possible or even thinkable before the age of demographic massification and capillary 

expansion of political violence erupting in capitalist world wars and exponentially augmented by 

technological advances. The better part of authors I adduce in my two bibliographies starts from this 

premise, to which I add a stronger stress, first, on the horizon towards which the “masses”1/ are led 

and, second, on warfare and the cost of militarisation to a reasonably democratic polity. We ought 

to, as Benjamin did, pursue this age into the deepest epistemological recesses of “organisation of 

perception in [a given] historical spacetime,” of mass(es) and “the extreme mass movement of war” 

as matrix for behaviour (“Kunstwerk” 439,  464, and 467), but I limit myself to what seems 

indispensable here.  

This epoch evolving into giant monopolistic organisations in various forms of competition 

-- but then always also collusion -- with the State apparatus is a complex, many-faceted, and 

totalising syndrome, born out of the political and technological evolutions of capitalism with its 

rising psychological stresses, and incubating in some European States and the USA roughly from 

the 1850s-60s on. Its main features would include the industrial and then the electrical revolutions, 

swift regroupings of huge and ever growing human groups into modern classes and States, 

urbanisation first into villes tentaculaires* of millions of inhabitants, and then megalopolises of 

tens of millions, regulation of such mass flows by bureaucratic “governmentality” from above 

accompanied by stubborn counter-pressures of the governed and frequently leading to violent 

earthquakes, all unprecedented in their mass scale. The central way of ruling became the 

“nationalisation of the masses,”2/ which was indeed totalised by wartime mobilisation of able-

bodied males to fight and almost everybody else to provide economic and logistic support to the 

front: but then the State had also the duty to extend social citizenship to the mobilised, and it often 

did not. Such nationalised massification led to a qualitative jump in both despotism and a 

politicisation accompanied by important mass ceremonies or rituals, seesawing between the 

masses’ exasperated mobilisation and sudden demobilisation, and co-opting them into a 

refurbished class hegemony and warfare. All major European States included in this mobilisation 

pro forma universal suffrage and or plebiscites, protracted compulsory education with 

indoctrination, universal conscription, and ostentatiously trumpeted forms of social welfare as 

bribery; the US followed in its own way after 1933, and the rest of the world after 1945. Disastrous 

tips of this iceberg were the World Wars, two official ones (1914-18 and 1939-45) and the third 

protracted, episodic, blowing hot and cold one (1946-89), all planned by main capitalist powers, 

with the Russian, Chinese, and other social revolutions as equally violent plebeian responses to 

oppression. From the 1990s on we seem to have been involved in a creeping fourth World War, 

primarily a series of imperial aggressions on smaller States accompanied by unceasing “low-

intensity” warfare. I shall return later to the determining economic framework of alternate booms 

and depressions, making for concentration of big capital amid huge misery and upheavals.  
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The advent to prominence and power of this new beast slouching to Bethlehem is to be dated 

with 1914: on or about August 1914, the world changed. What was unthinkable earlier in the 

“White” metropolitan countries (say the cruel and unnecessary slaughter of tens of millions of adult 

males) became a cynical norm extending democratically to non-combatants and genocidally to 

whole ethnic groups, what was possible (say the safe isolation of ruling classes and countries from 

daily dangers and pains of living) became impossible. The illusion of West European or liberal social 

progress was shattered by the brutality of total warfare, exponentially heightened by the capitalist 

use of technology such as the assembly line (first used in the Chicago slaughterhouses).  

States, violence, and in some places even urban mobs and turmoil in function of class struggles, 

have existed before (and in a few cases -- for example the Action française from 1899 on, influential 

from Iberia to the Balkans -- should be called proto-fascist). However, never before were they so 

omnipresent in space and time and so inescapable, nor did they grow into a determinant of human 

existences replacing the ancient Gods or Destiny as their newest avatar, the efficient -- or inefficient 

-- god-on-earth, a total and eventually global Leviathan or Behemoth. Furthermore, capitalism and 

its leading States have accelerated successes, mistakes, and disasters almost to the speed of light 

(computers) or at least to the speed of intercontinental missiles (Virilio). In such violent turbo-

capitalism, Horatian otium* on your far-off rustic retreat or Voltaire’s injunction in Candide to 

“cultivate your garden” is no longer practicable even for the middle class: at any moment tanks and 

bombs may annihilate your chosen locus amoenus* and all you hold dear, at any moment your 

economic basis might collapse, or you may be proclaimed to be the enemy of the nation or the people 

at any moment and disappear into torture cellars or – if you’re lucky – into an early grave.  

Such all-pervasive traits are the enabling matrix of fascism in all of its variants.3/ Its atmosphere 

is one of brutal violence and psychic shocks (cf. Tasca 533). As Benjamin magisterially showed (GS 

V: 115 and 121, also I.2: 668), within the obsessive capitalist trend to acceleration in communication, 

novelties, stock-market, and gambling in general,  this heaping and heightening of perceptive shocks in 

everyday life eventually finds exhaustion in the radical final shock and end-horizon of death. If the 

excitement could not be sustained and heightened, if life was this cheap and shoddy, boring and 

anxious, hurtful and intolerable, extreme fascism chose death as a mystical lever. It is epitomised in 

the cry of Franquist murderer, general Millán-Astray: "¡Muera la inteligencia! ¡Viva la Muerte!" 

("Death to intelligence! Long live death!" -- en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ José_Millán_Astray)  

 

1.2. Initial Delimitation and Defining  

Two red herrings that deny legitimacy to studies of fascism ought to be faced here in order to dispose 

of them. The first is simpler: it is the refusal of some prominent scholars to talk about fascism as a 

genus that would have several species, differentiated by national tradition and so on. They will only 

talk – sometimes shrewdly and in phenomenologically useful ways, sometimes less shrewdly -- 

about Mussolini’s fascismo, Hitler’s Nazism, etc. They allow comparisons but not generalisations 

about a common core. This is at first sight simple philosophical ignorance, for I cannot see why a 

dachshund and a Great Dane can be investigated as species but not as the genus dog. Both types of 

investigation have their horizons and limits, and they can usefully interact. To forbid generalisation 

means however that you are (perhaps quite sincerely) uncomfortable with the idea of wider and 

deeper historical trends at stake here, and thus resort to ideologically motivated denial and Freudian 

repression – which will eventually avenge itself badly.  

The second denial is more complicated. It substitutes for fascism another generic concept, that 

of totalitarianism. While there is a somewhat more sophisticated version in Hannah Arendt, this 

term was swept up in the wave of Cold War “liberal” propaganda and its use lavishly financed by 

NATO governments in order to establish that both communism and fascism were anomalous 

deviations from the bourgeois norm of easy-going (well, for some) parliamentary democracy, more 
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or less equally pernicious, and more or less equivalent. In this perspective the totalising nature of 

capitalism, capillary beyond any historical precedent, was occulted. But the occultation leads first 

of all to some insoluble mysteries: let me mention two major ones. First, why did fascism come 

about? Followers of the totalitarianism hypothesis are here reduced to psychopathology if not 

original sin. Second, why did communists and fascists fight each other so mercilessly; even deeper, 

why did all fascisms come to power by collusion with a major part of the ruling classes and never 

touched strategic central features of capitalism, while communisms as a rule came to power in a 

bloody was and/or insurrection against the ruling classes and immediately abolished private property 

over major urban and where possible rural means of producing surplus value? Fascism does not 

destroy bourgeois economic frameworks or its basic institutions, rather it strengthens them while 

subordinating them to a new warlike elite; communism does but then gets into its own new problems 

(see my Splendour).  

The “totalitarians”’ sleight of hand refuses opposite ontologies and final horizons between 

communism – unless they wilfully confuse it with Stalinism -- and fascism, which entail central 

differences in their ideology and practice relating to the working classes, national chauvinism, 

warlike violence, racism, sexism, equality, use of reason, and so on: in short, relating to a real as 

opposed to fake power of the people (a good example of refusing the term of totalitarianism but 

accepting its horizon is Payne, see 210-11 and passim). “Canonic” 1919-45 fascism was born as a 

counter-revolutionary prevention of communism and all independent proletarian politics, and neo-

fascism still precludes them (among other functions). Even the fascist stress on mass mobilisation 

flows out of the requirement to counteract mass working class organisation. Finally, the dominant 

strand in totalitarian theory, spearheaded by Friedrich and Brzezinski, is itself reactionary in the full 

sense of the word (cf. Kühnl col. 175), refusing all radical popular sovereignty and mistrusting it 

even as a principle: its favourite ancestry line for totalitarianism is, believe it or not, Rousseau-—

>Robespierre--->Marx--->Lenin—>Stalin—>Hitler. I would add that in spite of the millions of 

dollars thrown at this ideological weapon, I am not aware of any halfway convincing account of 

totalitarianism that would go beyond the terror of daily life to its roots and horizons, while we have 

half a dozen halfway convincing accounts of fascism.  

True, this confusion of categories was helped along and given a minimum plausibility by some 

real analogies or even influences between communism and fascism in practical organisational forms 

– such as parades and youth organisations, or even, in Togliatti’s sober yet astounding 

acknowledgment, the idea of a single monolithic ruling party (106) -- and some other areas (not 

simply in mass violence). These similarities are important and sadly instructive, and they are to be 

taken seriously, especially by those of us who refuse their over-simplification. 

Today, when no easy-going democracy exists any more beneath the parliamentary façade, only 

merciless plutocracies, I would see “totalitarianism” perhaps making sense if it meant the 

epistemology and practice of repressive massification born of capitalism, approached in 1.1, as a 

common denominator of all dominant political modes since 1914. It is as if the norm of colonial rule 

had boomeranged back, by way of the enormously swollen role of the military and the bureaucracy,  

to infect metropolitan countries too. The reason for this was spelled out presciently by Max Weber4/: 

In general and at all times, imperialist capitalism, especially colonial booty capitalism 

based upon direct force and compulsory labor, has offered by far the greatest 

opportunities for profit. (168)  

Nazi rule of Europe was precisely colonial or imperial booty capitalism, partly masked in the 

West.    

Proceeding to my central concern, it is here necessary to indicate initially what are we talking 

about. There is no simple, mono-causal explanation of fascism, tunnel theories of reality usually lead 

nowhere. We can only arrive at an operative understanding by an interpenetration of approaches 
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based on historical evidence and a clear philosophical horizon. Fascism is not simply a fraud 

concocted by a wily capitalist establishment and a few cynical politicians, though these elements are 

present. It is certainly not a revolution from below, though at the beginnings of fascist movements 

there were some groups with such tendencies within it. In fact, amid a huge flood of writings a full 

understanding even of “canonic” fascism has not yet come about, though we can identify important 

central traits. For one significant example: except for insights in Reich, Theweleit, a 1982 two-

volume title on “women in German fascism,” and some more items I have not been able to find in 

French etc., the discussion of gender/sex is barely broached. Yet both the cadres and the electorate 

of the early fascist movements came from what Karel Čapek in his allegorical SF War with the 

Salamanders (and cf. Brooker) called “the male horde”: the all-male fraternities of army, student 

life, and of “minor [intellectuals], especially communication specialists in newspaper, radio, [etc.]” 

(Mann 79), and in fascism 2.0 of football hooligans. Thus, fascism not only fully embraced machist 

patriarchy and subjection of women but heightened them to form a total tight structure, and the 

mutual neglect between feminist and fascist studies is counter-productive. Clearly, Le Bon’s 

dichotomy between elite and mass is gendered (cf. Passmore, in Costa Pinto ed. 119ff.), and it passed 

from him and intermediaries to Mussolini and Hitler who spelled out in Mein Kampf his scorn of the 

“feminine” and soft masses. Fascism’s strong love-hate and fear of a softness emptying out virility 

amounts often to radical misogyny (cf. Griffin 198).   

Thus, at a first approximation, fascism is constituted by two components making for a new 

hegemony: from above, its admission to rule came from ruling class politics for a crisis in the mass 

age (Milward, in Laqueur ed. 408; almost all scholars concur). Passive parliamentary or apolitical 

cooptation did not suffice in periods of extreme social turmoil, when the middle classes too felt their 

economic basis and social prestige seriously threatened and yearned for a new order5/; rather, the 

“little people” had to be mobilised by a gigantic movement of bamboozlement into active consent 

for the growingly violent and finally suicidal politics of the ruling classes. However, the temporally 

prior and enabling component came from below: it was the activation of decisive segments from the 

threatened middle classes (petty bourgeoisie) by means of two devices: their “totalising” dictatorial 

organisation, typically under a leading fascist party, and the overarching ideology of national, 

“blood” superiority. Without these factors: acute socioeconomic crisis in the mass age, inability of 

ruling classes to rule as before, inability of eventual revolutionary forces to bring about their own 

historical alliance for radical upheaval, and aggressive ultra-nationalism tending to imperialism  – 

there can be no fascist coming to power. This partly matches Roger Griffin’s 2004 claim of a 

consensus that fascism is centrally a specific form of ultra-nationalism at a time of acute crisis. But 

only partly: for I would add, first, that some depth factors are here still missing, and second, that 

Griffin’s favourite factor of palingenesis, the ideology of ethnic regeneration stemming from the 

petty bourgeoisie, is being used for a reorganisation and strengthening of the ruling class (see also 

note 13). Thus fascism is “revolutionary” only insofar as it is wedded to extreme paramilitary 

insurrectionary violence and to warfare by the national State (cf. also Sweezy 333-34).  

The new ruling block was (cf. Kühnl col. 167, 171-72) an alliance of the fascist elite with the 

leading groups of industrial and banking capital, the military, and top State bureaucracy, often also 

with major landowners, plus a more or less overt or full alliance with -- and strong ideological prop 

in -- the Church in largely Catholic countries. Furthermore, by now German military historians have 

proved that top economic groups and the military had under Nazism a decisive role in the planning 

and objectives of World War 2 (see the first-hand information also in Sohn-Rethel).  

No doubt, fascism was not only this: it was a rich, often contradictory, multi-factorial concept 

and practice, furthermore different in various stages of its development and in various nations. Any 

typology we draw up must therefore also be multi-factorial; some factors and all of their specific 

weights will shift according to nation and phase of fascist development. Nonetheless, in this welter 

of parameters drawn from historical reality, any coherent approach will have to find minimum 

https://www.google.it/search?hl=hr&tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Roger+Griffin%22&source=gbs_metadata_r&cad=7
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generic preconditions determining whether a movement or State is fascist, thus allowing for a 

decision which ones to include at which of their stages.  

 

2. Elements and Phases of Fascism as an “Ideal Type”  

2.1. Elements  

The socio-political thrust of fascism, with its pretence at uniting the whole nation, practically meant 

forging a class block between the rulers (now purged of some stick-in-the-mud or queasy fractions 

and joined by the top fascist party dignitaries, usually of lower origins) and important exasperated 

segments of the middle classes (the most powerful ones were the nationalist intelligentsia and State 

bureaucracy) while neutralising the working classes in town and country and any deviant political 

forces by terror and ideology.  

The fascism of 1919-45 began as a violent protest against perceived threats to the “middle 

classes” -- that is, mainly middle or lower middle urban and/or rural bourgeois fractions -- often 

characterised as a series of “anti”s. It was:  antiliberal, against the cult of parliamentarianism and 

democracy, that left these great groups powerless and undefended; anti-communist (and anti-

Marxist), against the – then “Bolshevik” – threat of a revolution from the working classes of town 

and country, levelling class privileges; anti-conservative, in that it ridiculed old-fashioned elitist 

closure and nostalgias for the past in favour of mass activism (though it despised the slow masses,  

and finally allied itself with the traditional Right wing to access power)6/. While all these factors 

were ideologically fundamental, mass violence and terror – domination of the street, punitive 

expeditions, break-up of inimical assemblies, beatings, and tactical or terrorizing killings -- were in 

practice used almost exclusively against the anti-capitalist Left, and in Germany also against Jews. 

It is clear that in 1919-45 fascism a crucial role was played by paramilitary suppression of the 

working class mobilisation in trade unions, in rebellious movements of 1917-21, and in socialist and 

then communist parties: the fear of revolution – not realistic after 1921 but partly a bugaboo and 

partly a good excuse for de facto martial law -- functioned as a real or imaginary foil to all else in 

the alliance with top capitalist organisations. From that founding scene and moment on “[fascism] 

is integrated into the capitalist offensive” (Tasca 534). After coming to power, its violence and terror 

were also used for systematic looting of goods from internal enemies and occupied countries.  

What did fascism propagate and exalt? First, a cult of will, act, and violence based on a mystical 

idea of regenerating the nation or people, spurning reasoned argument in favour of mass passions, a 

strong total or “totalitarian” State,7/ often a Leader – necessary to reconcile the diverging interests 

inside it -- and ethnic superiority, from a vaguely racist arrogance toward neighbouring or colonial 

“inferior peoples” up to Nazi super-Aryan fanaticism for racial purity. The Leader usually had 

important idiosyncratic traits -- such as Hitler’s obsessive anti-Semitism --  but he was always a 

structural necessity, a kind of black hole sucking all other power in and then re-channelling it. (cf. 

Sohn-Rethel 145). However, he -- it was always a male -- was rendered necessary through his 

feedback with the exasperatedly insecure petty-bourgeois masses. In Benjamin’s fulgurant 

explanation:  

This petty bourgeois, ruled by a hundred different authorities, the plaything of periodic 

price increases, the victim of crises, this cipher of statistics… looks for a single [or 

Unique: ein Einziger] one he can trust…. [I]f this one man agrees to bear the 

responsibility, the petty bourgeois will gratefully promise him not to demand any account 

from him…. The leader’s leadership is the obverse of the petty bourgeois’ modest 

limitation.   (GS III 445; see also Brecht’s formulations in their conversation, GS VI: 

529-29) 
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An obvious and crucial way of mobilising resentment was identifying a (supposedly biological) 

scapegoat superadded to the above antis – between the World Wars in Germany and Eastern Europe 

this was primarily Jews and secondarily Roma and Sinti, together with assorted inimical neighbours; 

however, fascisms were also as a rule anti-homosexual (lesbianism was often winked at) and have 

recently become anti-immigrant and anti-Muslim. To the contrary, the sometimes very important 

role of the charismatic Leader has been psychologised ad nauseam* by the liberal “totalitarianists,” 

and especially by sensationalist mass media, since it permits them to blend out the working people, 

big capital, and class struggle. Compared to Hitler and Mussolini, other leaders in fascist regimes, 

for example Franco, Salazar or the Japanese generals, were rather colourless, if bloody – top 

Eichmann bureaucrats of repression. We see today that at least clerical fascism can well function 

without Marx’s Bonapartism or Spengler’s Caesarism, as a strict oligarchy.  

As argued here, this was all held together by absolutist nationalism as the Supreme Good. 

Thence the first wave of fascist movements was deeply hostile to anything that could be thought of 

as international, including higgledy-piggledy the Vatican, Freemasons, Enlightenment, socialism 

and communism, international “parasitic” finance capital, pacifism, and the Jews; in the second 

wave, some of the particular targets will change with the – botched -- geopolitical rise of Europe and 

the displacement of negative cathexis into “continental” dimensions, including hatred against 

immigrants. Significantly, strong roots of fascism can be found in ethnically mixed or peripheral 

areas of States – out of “barbarous nationalist troubles (voznia) from cultural border regions” 

(Trotsky, electronic p. 5) -- for example Hitler himself as an Austrian in Germany, D’Annunzio’s 

assault on Fiume-Rijeka and the disproportionate fascist membership in the Italian Northeast, the 

Ustashi foci in Zagreb lower intelligentsia and in peasants from the Hercegovina and Lika regions, 

Slovakia which had powerful Hungarian and Jewish minorities, northern Rumania, and the Karelian 

irredentism for Finland. As Bataille argued, fascism hates heterogeneity, thus mixed marriages or 

mulattoes.  

How can national, also ethnic or racial, regeneration be effected? First, by means of a fascist 

“revolutionary” organisation of the masses through unceasing demagogic propaganda (in most cases 

this clearly co-opted and neutralised the socialist-cum-communist variant after 1917) and by actions 

of a paramilitary spearhead or militia; second, by playing on upper classes’ fear of a mainly 

imaginary Bolshevik threat, while showing that its militarised gangster squads can destroy working 

class organisations; third, after fascist coming to power, by means of an approximately “total” 

organisation of economy and life in view of aggressive warfare.  All of them mean a “fear of 

freedom” (Fromm) – more precisely, a frenzied hate of horizontal mass associations making for self-

governing freedom (cf. Mason and K. Weber ed.) and exaltation of blind vertical obedience and 

domination. It is therefore indispensable to take equally seriously what fascists do and how they 

communicate what they claim to be doing.    

My discussion presupposes that at key points ideology operates al pari with other economic 

and political factors, though in the long run probably economic survival remains decisive (see more 

in 4.5). Ideology in the wider sense is not only (though also) false consciousness, it is primarily “the 

human need to find ultimate meaning, to share norms, values, and rituals that make sense of the 

world” (Mann 78) --  and I would add, of everyday orientation in society. As Marx told us, even 

“theory becomes a material force when it has seized the masses.” Thus, the role of absolute or 

fanatical belief should not be downplayed. As Fraenkel put it, “the Third Reich [was] theocracy 

without a god” (48) – but with Hitler standing in for one. This is born out of deeply threatened 

individual involvement in the class alienation I speak to elsewhere, and sociologists have long ago 

firmly linked fascist ideologies to certain social groups or classes, though just which remains in 

dispute. Fascist ideology is clearly born from interests and resentments “of ‘putschist’ groups led by 

intellectuals who are outsiders to the liberal-bourgeois and socialist stratum of leaders, and who hope 

to attain power by exploiting the crises [of] modern society,” opined Karl Mannheim in 1929 on the 

Italian evidence. Gino Germani’s much richer work differentiates the “psychosocial hypothesis” of 
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human alienation in mass society  into the growing isolation of classical elites, mobilisation of 

middle-level masses, degree of closure for social integration, and availability of a budding counter-

elite with a new ideology. In a given constellation of those factors, explosive and extreme political 

movements can occur. In fascism, they mobilised those “middle classes” that after World War 1 and 

then in the Great Depression suffered an economic and prestige or status loss in comparison with 

working classes, and who got swayed by a new elite to transfer frustrations from an individual or 

class to a national level with imperial territorial claims, ethnic superiority, and so on. Of course, 

fascists never mobilised any majority of the masses, but they at their strongest achieved the 

mobilisation of 15-30% of voters, which was enough to tilt the balance.  

It seems to me that two matters were academically until relatively late neglected and remain 

undertheorised, though very present to the best early critics. First, ideology is in fascism not 

primarily conceptual but largely consists in estheticised politics and non-verbal productions of 

meaning and value in largely spatial and rhythmic terms, as in rituals and architecture8/. This 

theatrical and kitschy politics is an incongruous post-romantic mixture of, on the one hand, retro 

styles and legends -- Nibelungs, Aryans, the Roman Empire, etc., often effective for middle-brow 

audiences thirsting for empathy and “moulding them into a unified mass [of blind followers]” 

(Brecht 563 and 566) – and on the other hand, technological modernisation in mass rituals, which 

also explains the adhesion of sometimes prominent anti-establishment writers and critics to such 

politics. Indeed, the emphasis on will divorced from reason reposes on a magical mindset (see 

Vondung) and propensity to occultism. The magic is “naturalised,” it flows out of an implied supra-

historical nature of the “folk-nation,” absolute, opaque, and numinous, channelled by the will of the 

Leader into a force that cannot be gainsaid or criticised  (Brecht 567-69, and cf. Marcuse on 

“irrationalistic naturalism,” 3ff. and 7ff., as well as a sizable part of Neocleous devoted to “Nature”); 

as Benjamin pointed out, this needs only to add a thorough abuse of technology in order to grow into 

a full mystique of nature (“Theorien” 246-47).  

Second, sociologists deal in large and clearly delimited social groups and sometimes 

minimised the large initial role of the unemployed workers and déclassé elements in general, 

especially young ones and war veterans, after World War 1 and subsequent wars (cf. Tasca, Mann 

359-60 and passim), which made many fascist movements – but not regimes -- cross-class. As to the 

fascist leaders, they often came from two groups: disenchanted socialist or anarchist militants 

forsaking class for nation, or lower and middle ranks of war veterans (cf. Trotsky, electronic p. 2) 

dreaming of a better outcome, revenge, and personal position.  

 

2.2. An “Ideal Type,” and Phases  

Historically, a first believable and richer outline of fascism was sketched by three opponents in the 

mid-1930s. In Palmiro Togliatti’s Moscow lectures -- unfortunately published only decades later --  

fascism was not simply a bourgeois dictatorship but also a reactionary mass regime; it upheld 

capitalism as an economic system (stressing a strong role of the State), but not every capitalism must 

lead to fascism; it always meant extreme terror, but not all terrorism is fascist; it is not simply a sign 

of bourgeois political weakness -- even if it is the sign of a major change of policy jettisoning 

democracy --  but on the contrary strengthens the ruling class by mobilising the petty bourgeoisie 

(Lezioni 8-16, 28, 32, 37ff., 43). In Otto Bauer’s essay (in Abendroth ed. 143-67) fascism is 

delimited from interwar military or old-fashioned oligarchic dictatorships in Poland, Yugoslavia, 

Hungary, and Bulgaria as a new despotism that proposes to recover from crisis by heightening the 

exploitation of workers. When a movement, fascism is a reactionary mobilisation of petty-bourgeois 

and peasant masses put into service of capitalist repression. State power was conceded to it by the 

top capitalist conglomerates as a more efficient agent of mass agitation, repression, and economic 

restructuring. As to Angelo Tasca, I am taking into account elsewhere some points from the 

conclusion to his huge historical account of Mussolini’s rise to power (513-67), but in brief the 
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preconditions for fascism are: a mass economic crisis and then a crisis of State power  without 

apparent solution; heightened but also stalemated class struggle in politics; a post-war atmosphere 

of violent excitement, shock, and paroxysm; a middle-class without secure economic basis; an 

offensive of upper classes against workers’ claims. The consequences of fascism are, first, the 

elimination of the people as a political force and of all independent politics in favour of State 

monopoly of politics; a strong tendency to “flight forward” toward wars; economic planning geared 

towards warfare, leaving profits to capitalists in exchange for power to fascists, a new ruling class 

that grows into an immense bureaucracy.  

Thus, the Italian communist, the Austrian socialist, and the exiled anti-Stalinist on a perilous 

path from communism to an unclear collaboration with Vichy, all come to some similar conclusions. 

Before them, so did more briefly Trotsky and Gramsci. Trotsky wrote a number of current comments 

from 1924 on (see Wistrich in Griffin-Feldman eds. 2: 70-94), culminating in the brilliant diagnosis 

of June 1933. Gramsci stressed in some brief prison notes the partial cooptation of some claims by 

subaltern classes in order to modernise  capitalist productive forces and the police character of 

fascism extending to all quondam civil-society organisations, such as trade unions (cf. 2: 1088-89 

and 1227-29, also Beetham in Griffin-Feldman eds. 2: 13-22).  

Even from these first delimitations it is clear that there is empirically no unchanging fascism, 

only a Weberian ideal type: no Dog-as-genus can be photographed on a street. To begin with, the 

movement before coming to power and the exercise of power represent quite different if kindred 

animals. This was perhaps best articulated by Paxton 2004, who sees fascism developing in five 

stages: 1/ initial creation of a movement; 2/ development toward a capacity for action and an 

anchoring in current politics (first alliances, subventions by rich sympathisers or the army, finding a 

target following); 3/ coming to power; 4/ ruling, the mode of exercising power; 5/ final entropy (or 

“radicalisation,” as in the Nazis’ war economy).  Stage 4 is of course where we can see most clearly 

the actual measures taken throughout the country and their import; in both Italy and Germany it 

should be divided into the sub-stages of the first few years while eliminating the independence of 

fascism’s allies -- Schweitzer dubs it “partial fascism” (7) -- and that of its full ascendancy. Stage 5 

is least clear, for we have, fortunately, little record outside of Science Fiction of a fascism lasting 

after its founder’s death (unless we count in possibly clerico-fascist Iran). But stage 3, attainment of 

power, is obviously a pivot after which socialist or any other anti-capitalist promises, frequent in 

stage 2, are jettisoned -- as in Mussolini’s purge of the “fascist left” in 1926-28 and Hitler’s 

liquidation of the SA -- and the alliance with large capital becomes unbreakable. Stage 3 usually 

began with a show of concession to allies and tolerance -- except for all emancipatory thought – and 

led to international aggressive warfare. In the process, a fascist police State eliminates any organised 

and open opposition. The dominant characteristic of fascism in stages 1-2 is unlimited civil violence 

and demagogy, in stage 3-5 the use of State power to add full repression of working classes and 

development of a new type of hierarchic party functioning as bearer of propaganda and prop for the 

armed militia, and later also as cadre for staffing the State and one of the contending elites in power. 

The strictly political and policing aspect of the State jettisons “formal” legal restraint in order to 

return to a pre-capitalist Prerogative State (Massnahmenstaat — see Fraenkel 46-59 and passim).  

 Fascism is in some ways akin to other forms of modern rigid class domination. However, it 

improves on previous Right-wing oligarchies by a total counter-revolutionary abolition not only of 

concessions to the working classes but also of the bourgeois revolutionary rights and freedoms, most 

prominently those of the French Revolution (cf. the early essay by Marcuse, and many scholars 

since), as well as by more rabid aggressiveness abroad; and it improves on military dictatorships, 

frequent in Eastern Europe and Latin America before the 1940s and since, by fostering a fanatical 

mass following and sweeping ideology rather than apolitical apathy (see more in Section 3). When 

still a movement, fascism is semi-legal thuggery abetted by decisive parts of the State: when in 

power, it operates as martial law9/. As Fraenkel says with lapidary precision: “Martial law is the 

constitution of the Third Reich” (3). Out of a violent civil-war caterpillar an even more violent 
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international warfare predator, given wings by the Nation-State, is born. There is no fascism without 

extreme, mass, and terrorising violence; there is no fascist State without international warfare. The 

fascist regime is finally a unique combination of the worst traits from all class societies: slavery for 

the “biologically inferior,” feudal rule by small local barons even over specific activities, and 

capitalist exploitation stripped of democratic curbs, employing gangster-like direct violence. Again 

Benjamin hits it off best:  

[T]he gangster… has made himself at home in Germany and has made barbarity a way 

of life. For that drastic barbarity which, from the very beginning of capitalism, 

characterizes the misery of the exploited, becomes manifest in the exploiters only at a 

late stage. (GS III: 440) 

This gives birth to a new historical monstrosity.   

Under fascist State rule (stage 4), there is, as I suggested, an alliance or historical block sharing 

power with the fascist hierarchy. It consists as a rule of top capitalist businesses, the military, and 

the inherited and now swollen conservative State bureaucracy: in no case does the upper bourgeoisie 

lose its profits, though a part or most of its macro-planning power is subordinated to State 

coordination and norms. In countries with Catholic masses - Italy, Spain, Portugal, Slovakia, Croatia, 

and the brief, confused but bloody, Austrian semi-fascism before Hitler -- the Catholic hierarchy is 

a more or less prominent part of that alliance (Kühnl col. 172), and I shall speak to this in section 5. 

Today we should probably add to this the upper ranks of the Muslim clergy in post-revolutionary 

Iran and of other clergy involved in near-fascist rule in Muslim countries and in India (I know too 

little about the depths of Asian politics to say more, but the Hindu RSS paramilitary seem to me 

more than half fascist). Specific weights in the alliance may be different but the senior partner is as 

a rule the fascist hierarchy, overwhelmingly so in the Nazi “dual State” (Fraenkel and Neumann), 

with much greater role of the army in Spain, Japan10/, and Austria, and a dominant role of the clergy 

in Iran. However, stiff ideological paganism or other anti-clericalism may drive churches into a 

degree of ideological distancing, as in the Nazi case.  

The commentators are practically unanimous about which groups did not, as a rule, support 

fascism: workers organised in unions or parties, traditional Catholics and a minority of other staunch 

conservatives, and I would add most top intellectuals.  

Finally, it should be clear that fascism is not a stooge of monopoly capitalism, as Stalinism 

proclaimed: it stood on its own two feet. Though some central capitalists groupings helped decisively 

in bringing it to power -- for the moment, they thought -- some fractions were often uneasy about it 

but accepted gladly a mass support for continuing their mode of production (cf. Kühnl passim, 

Milward  in Laqueur ed. 382-85, and many others). Thus, fascism began its rise to power from below 

with connivance of the rulers (in Italy and Germany), but after it had come to exist as an 

acknowledged alternative, it could also be introduced mainly from above without a strong native 

movement (in Portugal, Japan…) or indeed imposed by force of arms through direct transplantation 

from other fascist countries, in which case the mass basis is secondary (the “satellite” fascism of 

Slovakia, Croatia, Norway, in good part Spain, etc.).11/ 

 

3. On Ultra-Nationalism as Key Element  

It is enough to have a single fixed point: the 

nation. The rest is obvious.  

 Mussolini 1924 

First: I became a nationalist.  

 Hitler, Mein Kampf (very early on)  
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Benedict Anderson’s famous and ground-breaking proposition is that the nation is an Imagined 

Community, living in quantified time that registers advances (profits, victories) or setbacks (losses, 

defeats). This is what Walter Benjamin called a homogeneous empty time: “A Marxist would call 

this the time of capital” (Chatterjee 4, Benjamin GS I.2: 701). I would add that a nation always also 

exists in Newtonian absolute space, as a sanctified area with even holier -- movable but always 

apodictic, neuralgic, and defended -- boundary lines. The sanctification is emotionally real but it is 

superadded to the calculation of own interests, compensating for its quantitative linearity: you can 

have impassioned or cynical believers in the nation but you cannot have the nation without a 

spatiotemporal State of some sort (even if only in expectation, as befits an imagined community).  

However, this official time of the nation is radically different from the actual lived experiences 

of people which happen in heterogeneous times of uneven density, swiftness, and orientation, much 

inflected by their gender, class, skin hue, etc. Into this empirical Lebenswelt* ”nation” descends like 

a Platonic idea from heavenly space in order to confer meaning: making sense and compensating for 

the turbulent indignities of time. People in a nation (or of a nation – important and often fatal 

difference!)12/ are ethnically determined, they constitute THE singular, univalent people (Volk) of a 

monotheist nature; people in everyday reality are determined by a shifting multitude of factors, of 

which ethnicity is a more or less prominent one: embodied humans are incurably polyvalent, multi-

factorial, and plural (Leute). 

“Imagined” does not, of course, mean non-existent, though it often requires, as Hobsbawm’s 

phrase goes, the need to believe in too much that is patently not so. Among various large groupings 

of humans, the nation has been the dominant political ideal within the rise of modern capitalism. It 

is possibly the most prominent grouping eliciting strong loyalty and thus usable in politics -- in spite 

of the fact that its definition and therefore limits are even less clear than that of its famous Marxian 

rival, class. Yet “imagined” stresses that this concept is rooted in collective imagination, that is, in 

imaginations of millions of people which share a common nucleus or denotation. In that imagination 

it was born, as the most prominent lay variant of religion -- which must in its pure form persecute 

all other religions as misleading rivals -- and it is daily being affirmed, denied, and reshaped by these 

people (leaders, propagandists, enemies, followers, fanatics) and by obscure economico-

psychological forces without a human face. As against the violence and anxieties born of quantifying 

capitalism, the disalienating sense of community is offered by nationalism as a panacea of 

contentedness and solidarity (this is explicitly claimed in Mein Kampf, and very sensitively explored 

by Zetkin). Alas, such solidarity brushes aside economic justice, and is as a rule fake. It is limited 

and denied by an innate superiority of the national group -- logically leading to racism: “To raise the 

nation above history, it is given the support of race.... From economic materialism, Nazism appeals 

to zoological materialism.” In fact, this petty-bourgeois nationalism is indissolubly tied to private 

(not nationalised!) property of means of production and circulation, and its propagators expect they 

will receive more property and wealth from the nation (Trotsky, electronic pp. 4 and 5). Even further, 

within the horizon of wars between peoples class struggle degenerates into violence against 

scapegoat minorities -- I think it was August Bebel  who called anti-Semitism “the socialism of 

idiots” -- and “inferior” peoples: nationalism devours socialism, and racism devours humanity.13/  

How does fascism relate to Right-wing nationalist rule of the old stamp, based mostly on 

landowners, the military, and clericalism, the dictatorial variant of which was especially encouraged 

by world powers in Latin America, inter-war eastern Europe (the cordon sanitaire* against the 

USSR), and after decolonisation also in Africa and Asia? Such conservative “authoritarianism” is 

itself different from the reactionary regimes after the French Revolution by having to cope with 

popular upheavals and thus invoking nationalism. It is characterised by Mann as follows: “All these 

regimes worshipped order and protected private property; all embrace an authoritarian statism, 

rejecting federalism [and] democracy…. They also came to embrace ‘organic nationalism.’ The 
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nation must be ‘one and indivisible,’ cleansed of subverters….” (43). Intricate typologies have been 

devised to differentiate these “Right-wing authoritarianisms” from fascism (cf. Mann 43-48, 56, 

358-60, also Linz and Griffin, and perhaps most clearly Payne 12-19). In Mann the difference is 

fascist movements’ praise of modernity and bottom-up nature, thus readiness for welfare policies, 

paramilitarism, and much increased killings of opponents, advancing from the conservatives’ 

thousands or tens of thousands to fascist organised assassinations in cold blood of hundreds of 

thousands of victims -- or indeed of millions in the case of Nazis and Japanese tennô*-fascists 

(proportionately, only the Ustaše kept pace with such bloodletting, cf. Payne 409). I don’t think this 

apparently quantitative index should be slighted, for it indicates a new quality of not only ferocity 

but also Manichean dehumanisation. However, such typology leads to a spectrum Conservative 

Right (Pilsudski, Horthy)Radical Right (von Papen or the Yugoslav Orjuna)Fascism. Given the 

weak mass basis of group two and, as Payne remarks, its reliance on military chiefs as Pétain or 

Antonescu -- or, I would add, on clericalism, as in Salazar’s threequarter-fascism -- they are often 

short-lived and slide towards fascism, which then necessitates between group two and three a mixed 

area of “hyphenated fascism”: before the hyphen is “monarcho-,“ “military” or “clerical“ (I shall 

return to this last one). This may today be inescapable, but such ad hoccery indicates that the 

classification needs reworking: for example, Mann crucially does not deal with fascism in power, 

though he mentions it intervened massively in the economy.14/  Yet this spectrum confirms the 

absolute centrality of what Mann calls Nation-Statism to fascism.  

No doubt, nationalism also has a benign and welcome democratic aspect (cf. B. Anderson, 

Marx and Spectre), based on its historical roots in anti-absolutist -- anti-feudal and anti-clerical -- 

stances whose pivot was the French Revolution. It reinforced tendencies of solidarity with one’s 

neighbouring fellow-sufferers, often discriminated because of language, somatic traits, ethnicity, 

and similar excuses for heightened exploitation and humiliation. Patriotic defence of such human 

rights, best manifest in the anti-fascist and anti-colonial struggles against foreign oppressors, is to 

be cherished and fostered. However, not only is patriotism badly abused in the fascist rush to new 

enslavements, identifying nationalism with the Volk and its conquest of Lebensraum (living space). 

Ironically, the fascist road, “reducing the people to a simple instrument of power,” finally suppresses 

the horizon of Herder or Mazzini, for whom there was no free nation without a free people: “in the 

best Jacobine and romantic tradition, ‘patriotic’ and ‘democratic’ are the same”  (Tasca 541). Equally 

and obverse, Nazi domination in the satellite fascisms meant that they had practically no national 

independence, and the Nazis themselves were toward the end of World War 2 reduced to extolling 

a “New Europe” as against both the USA and USSR (prefiguring the neo-fascist stance in more 

recent realignments).   

Thus, Anderson’s important insight could be improved by Marx’s scheme of two horizons and 

temporalities in The Jewish Question: the State -- and even more so the Nation-State – necessarily 

uses a heavenly and an earthly horizon and value-system. As in transcendental religion, the true 

business of life happens in quotidian earthly reality, where children are born, enemies disposed of, 

and economies of time and of labour rule. Indeed, intolerant and aggressive nationalism significantly 

adds to the inhumanity and anomie of this life by treating any dissenter as enemy to be “cleansed” 

and by installing militarised paranoia as the dominant public mind-set.  Therefore, a sanctified 

corrective and contradiction is imagined and officially invoked as the dominant horizon -- though 

approximated only on a rare holiday -- where common beatitude rules and soothes. A sincere Nazi 

writer, Hans Johst, wanted a new unanimistic cult where the soul would experience “the dream of 

salvation as displayed and envisioned truth” (in Vondung 259). As an inspired encapsulation by 

Mosse put it, “fascism gave people a feeling of participation [through ritual], a feeling of 

experiencing a kind of preview of utopia” (Nazism 115).  

When threats to large masses of usually already deterritorialised people screw up their fears 

and anxieties to an unbearable point, they are ready to follow a “communitarian” battle flag; in the 

famous German opposition, they are searching for a warm Gemeinschaft* rather than a cold 
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Gesellschaft*. In this final sense fascism is not only rooted in nationalism but even finds its direct 

seeds in all the racist, patriarchal, and xenophobic ideas and forces which are usually a part of 

nationalism. Correlative to the shift of dominance from industrial to financial capital (see Section 

6), this phenomenon is globalised. A hateful and hate-filled denial and parody of egalitarian citoyen 

urbanisation as well as of class struggle ensues by division between physical and imaginary 

existential zones justified by some version of racism. The more affluent zones, where traces of the 

Welfare State and democratic contract linger, grow into embattled islands (from the gated 

communities of the rich or the armed forces to larger units, up to the “White NATO” against the 

coloured rest of the world). The major part of the planet, more and more immiserated, is dealt with 

through waves of primitive accumulation of capital plus hyper-technological surveillance and strikes 

(cf. Dussel and Quijano). War and the exaltation of warlike rhetorics and aggressive tactics become 

the norm on all levels of societal life. 

Macro-political choices for mass society may still be three: “liberal” market capitalism with 

parliamentary parties; fascist fully militarised capitalism with State domination; or a radical way out 

of class States. Since the first possibility is increasingly lip service, an ideology belied by huge 

tectonic shifts inside capitalism towards monopoly and warfare -- dominant now for a century and a 

quarter, obvious since 1914 and again since the 1990s -- we might finally get to a forking of roads, 

like Hercules. The fateful knot for our epoch will be cut when and if people (and finally the peoples) 

either go left, toward libertarian communism, or right, towards a totalised Nation-State: that is, 

towards the horizon of fascism and further world wars. Tertium non datur.*  

 

4. Inventory and Economics 

4.1. Outline and Minimum Preconditions 

Here are the findings so far in a skeleton outline:  

 There is no fascism before acute economico-psychological crisis amid demographic 

massification in capitalism, resulting in huge eruptions of intra-State and inter-State political 

violence (e.g. fierce warfare) globalised by technological advances. Put pithily: “Only a capitalist 

society could bring forth a fascist aggregate state...” (Haug 106).  

 There is no fascism without “[the] possessing classes generating nation-statist values” (Mann 

358). 

 There is no fascism without heightened class tensions, usually a result of economic decadence, 

and a turning of ruling classes to heightened exploitation; in 1919-45 this was accompanied by 

preventing the real or imaginary threat of communist revolution. In this sense, fascism is the 

legitimate child of liberalism, killing the father (Trotsky, Marcuse, Larsen, Paxton).  

 There is no fascism without the pervasive and insistent atmosphere of paroxystic violence and 

psychic shocks, fostered by capitalist impoverishment and acceleration and transferred from 

wars into violent civil strife; there is no fascist State without a flight forward to international 

warfare.  

 There is no fascism without an extreme stress on patriarchal male dominance, aggressive virility, 

and a cult of youth demagogically used for generational conflict. The knot of frustrated sexual 

desire and political economy glimpsed by Reich and articulated by Theweleit should be pursued 

into its depths.  

 There is no fascist movement without a financing of its propaganda and armed militias by some 

capitalist or military segment(s); there is no fascist coming to power without the connivance of 

both central and peripheral organs of the State (police, judiciary, bureaucracy, etc.)  
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 There is no fascist State without a working people rendered politically impotent and a  ruling-

class block determined to suppress countervailing forces hindering their full rule.  

 There is no fascism without suppression of free and critical thought and “organicist” hatred of 

working classes and egalitarianism.  

 There is no fascism without understanding, with Trotsky and Bloch, that technical progress under 

capitalist rule is compatible with different classes living in asynchronous times. This is especially 

the case for classes and class fractions between the capitalists and the traditional industrial 

proletariat, comprising in the 1930s Germany half of the people and in many countries a majority, 

who easily flee from modern Enlightenment to traditions and ideologies often going back 

centuries. It leads to reactualisation of precapitalist forms of bodily subjection and lesion 

(slavery, torture...). 

 There is no fascism without a political division between existential zones, both within a State 

and in geopolitics, justified by some version of racism towards huge swatches of humanity: non-

male genders, “coloured” people, and in general constructed “aliens “. The major part of the 

geopolitical map, at the national “home” and “abroad,” is recolonised through waves of primitive 

accumulation of capital plus hyper-technological surveillance and strikes. 

In brief, there is no fascism without extreme, mass, and terrorising violence; there is no fascist State 

without international warfare. 

Of course there can be different cases of power regimes on the road from non-fascist Right-

wing absolutism towards fascism, which can be called budding fascist, partly fascist or semi-fascist. 

More important, any working description pretends only that, taken as a whole, it identifies what all 

fascists movements have in common, no more and no less (cf. Payne 4 and passim).  

Thus, while we allow for important differences between various nations, between fascism as 

movement and ruling oligarchy, and so on, how can we find minimal sufficient preconditions 

determining whether a movement or State is fascist, and is to be included in our discussion? To my 

mind the preconditions are:   

 expansive ultra-nationalism of the Nation-State as key and totalising, indisputable ideology, 

using palingenetic (national rebirth) demagogy15/ coupled with extreme violence -- internal 

thuggery and need for external war of conquest;  

 full suppression of independent workers’ organisations, Left parties and thought; the elimination 

of the working people as a political force and of all independent politics in favour of State 

monopoly of politics; penal taboo on bourgeois and socialist emancipatory achievements;  

 State-wide economic organisation geared towards military power, leaving profits to capitalists 

in exchange for power to fascists, with a partly renewed ruling class that tends to grow into an 

immense bureaucratic apparatus.  

Which regimes satisfy these minimum conditions? I think the jury is still out on Argentinian 

Peronism, though I tend not to classify it with fascism.  Germani sees as a “national and popular” 

mobilisation of the lower class and an alliance between the military and trade unions, but it certainly 

shared some organisational forms and the charismatic Leader with fascism: we need further research 

on the actual effect of Peronism on economics and various classes, and on its various phases. I have 

not seen substantiations of “liberal” attempts to call Khadafi’s Libya or Nasser’s Egypt fascist. I 

confess that Franco’s and Salazar’s economic stasis can only be fitted into the third condition above 

as “zero-cases” (to use Larsen, in Griffin and Feldman 1: 355). I shall get to post-1979 Iran in the 

section on clerical fascism.  

In order to confront my discussion with the actual human effects of fascism, I shall now 

examine some key factors of fascist economics and attendant ruling-class regroupings. 
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4.2. Economics and Class Regrouping under Fascism  

The workers cry out for bread   

The merchants cry out for markets.  

The unemployed were hungry. The employed   

Are hungry now.  

The hands that lay folded are busy again:   

They are making shells.  

     (Brecht, War Primer no. 5, transl. H.R. Hays) 

 

There are few academic studies of a “political economy of fascism” (cf. Baker; a partial exception 

is Milward in Laqueur ed., a major exception the chapter by Maier), for it was in essence capitalism 

guided by the State and preparing for war, accompanied by sweeping monopolisation and political 

suppression of opposition. Fascist “theory” in economics was a series of fragmentary and 

contradictory tenets picked up and disregarded as pressing circumstances demanded, such as 

German “blood and soil” preference or Italian shallow corporatism, but always based on the 

hegemony of will and ideal over material reality.  

Fascist ideology vaguely accepted an orientation towards national well-being through private 

property bolstered by the Nation-State, with a bias for militarism and war. Practice -- attempting 

national autarchy to prepare for war and minimise foreign influence – was richer and up to a point 

successful in some short-range objectives; it necessarily stressed productivism and managerial 

organisation, and introduced tariff protection for domestic capital, exchange controls in foreign trade 

as well as use of credit institutions to absorb public debt. It was also based on unceasing 

improvisations and stop-gaps as well as conflicts, often chaotic ones, between factions of capital, 

bureaucracy, and politocracy: “corruption, extortion, expropriation and downright robbery [were] 

… the hallmarks of the regime and its masters and servants at every level” (Evans 410, speaking of 

the Nazis).  

I shall concentrate on the incomparably most successful variant of Nazi Germany. For it, we 

have a first-hand and precious analysis by Sohn-Rethel, which I consider fundamental (as far as it 

goes).  

The perennial problem of German industry in the last 130 years or so is the tension between 

huge and high-quality production capacities and a small internal market as well as insufficient 

internal supply of raw materials, as compared with the USA or the British Empire. In the Depression, 

when the high costs of fixed capital without adequate profit seriously threatened to become 

unbearable even for the biggest concerns and trusts, two wings crystallised in these concerns with 

their associated mega-banks (about which little is known because of their impenetrable veil of 

secrecy): the coal-and-steel axis that needed to dominate Europe from Madrid to Kiev and the Near 

East in order to compete with the USA, and the chemistry-electricity wing, that felt it could compete 

and was initially dubious about a major war (cf. Bettelheim 1: 29-32, Eichholtz 1:147-53, Sohn-

Rethel  passim).   

Thus, although the Nazis – as all fascist movements – had claimed in their beginnings to be 

among other “anti”s also anti-capitalist, especially against the “unproductive“ banks (which were 

often conveniently Jewish), their “dual State” system was “a new phase of capitalism” (Fraenkel 

171), indeed even a mutation. Weighing the insights extant and statistics by Eichholtz and others, I 

concur in Schweitzer’s encapsulation of the Nazi relations of production, which sees the employers 

accepting direct State controls and major curtailment of their power of disposal in return for 

elimination of independent trade unions and imposition of low wage rates. Together with full 
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employment geared to public works and then increasingly -- or totally -- to rearmament (cf. in 

particular 297-99 and 332-33), this brought about a period of security and prosperity for capitalists. 

The capitalist was emphatically acknowledged “master in his own house” (Fraenkel 81), an 

economic mini-Führer (Betriebsführer) – as in Italy.  Finally, “[n]ot the freedom of markets but the 

opportunity to increase profits became the central criterion for judging the … actions by the state” 

(Schweitzer vii-viii). In an updated Marxist language (see especially Neumann and Sohn-Rethel), 

this meant abandoning the dominance of commodity production for the market in favour of 

production for and profits extracted through the dictatorial State, meaning the Nazi party 

intertwining with the reinvigorated State bureaucracy. It also meant that “the ruling class assent[ed] 

to the absolute integration of State power” on condition, first, that economic life – except for 

confiscation of Jewish property -- be declared off limits to fascist violence and regulated by valid 

laws which guarantee rights of private property, and second, that the lower classes be deprived of 

the protection of law and politically disarmed (Fraenkel 154, 205-06, and passim; Schweitzer 41). 

Politically, “[this] capitalism became incompatible with any kind of … democracy, … equality, and 

individual freedom” (Schweitzer 535). Private competition for State orders, however, abounded.  

The Nazi regime made a strength out of its lack of economic theory: its single plank was 

rearmament (in view of continental dominance). In this pursuit, the Nazis at times nationalised -- as 

in steel -- but mainly they allied with the army and big business. From this followed “the invigoration 

of capitalist institutions, [and] a semi-guild [or semi-corporative] form of economic organization” 

(Schweitzer 2). I would say that the “semi-corporatism” was not so much a conscious goal as an ad 

hoc method of applying the Nazi alliance with the army and capitalists, and adding economic 

autarchy as a necessary companion of rearmament.  The Nazis successfully subjugated all economic 

policies to aggressive politics at home and abroad with full business participation. The economy was 

efficiently supervised by the State, which  controlled foreign trade, the stock exchange, major 

investments, prices and consumption, and of course taxation. This entailed Fordist modernisation 

through frantic investments and privileging of big capital. Politically very important was the defeat 

of unemployment, which fell rapidly from 6 million in 1933 to 1 million in 1938 and was finally 

liquidated, as in the USA, by war -- thanks also to conscription and to emigration or physical 

liquidation of opponents. State planning could be thought of as a success in investment and 

production, less in distribution and prices, and least in manpower. The index of industrial production 

(with 1928 = 100) rose from 54 in 1932 to 133 in the first quarter of 1939, which hides the rise of 

consumer goods by 60% versus investment goods to about 260% (Fraenkel 176-78) and the fall of 

industrial investments in consumer goods from 45% in 1933 to 18% in 1939 (Schweitzer 347): in 

Goebbels’s lingo, “One cannot shoot with butter, only with guns." Of course, all big States in World 

War 2 were faced with these problems, formed huge military-industrial complexes, and ramped 

production hugely up, proving that the productive forces of high capitalism were, when properly 

directed, quite sufficient “to make this planet habitable” (Brecht), but I know of no comparative 

studies. Finally, during the war, the economy under the Nazis became “a genocidal slave and 

permanent war economy” (Baker 237).  

In a deeper analysis, all of the above meant that he Nazi symbiosis of State with big capital 

proceeded energetically to the extraction of super-profits -- Marx’s and the Frankfurters’ “absolute 

surplus value” – with a “flight forward,” always menaced by impending breakdown (see Mason 

104ff.), by way of redevelopment through State violence. Its two main sources were first heightened 

exploitation of German working people and second indirect and then direct domination of the 

workers and capitalists of foreign countries, primarily East of Germany, from the Balkans to the 

USSR (by the way, the same territory Germany dominates now). Internal consumption was kept at 

the Depression level, and the profits were secured by State purchase, financed at the beginning from 

lower wages and various credit plus taxation manoeuvres, but then mainly through war consumption 

needing instant replacement plus large-scale plunder (cf. Sohn-Rethel 110-17, 123-25, 173-79 and 

passim). As to the agriculture, “it is doubtful … whether [German and Italian] Fascism ever had a 
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comprehensive agrarian policy” (Laqueur 44). In Germany, ideological invocations of ruralism and 

of protecting the small producer practically led to full capitalisation (Sohn-Rethel 121) -- bringing 

about improvements of production useful for autarchy, some relief to a segment of independent 

peasants, and welcome emigration of many to work in cities, while rich landowners’ profits were 

fully supported. The mass of working peasantry remained passive.  

For the German capital this meant the ascent to full dominance of big industrial trusts, at the 

expense not only of the working classes but also of commerce, the rural economy, and the middling 

capitalists (Sohn-Rethel 178; Togliatti found that was also the case in Italy, Corso 120-22). 

Capitalism became increasingly monopolistic, it was regrouped into de facto obligatory cartels 

(Konzerne – cf. also Schweitzer 269-75 and 662, both titles by Brady, Bettelheim chap. 3, and 

Eichholtz) under the sway of the biggest enterprises, spelling the doom of many, perhaps most, small 

capitalists. Production enterprises kept their private profits but their activity was “socialised” or 

“nationalised” into subordination by the State as only buyer (cf. Sohn-Rethel 199). This was neither 

quite State capitalism nor Bonapartism, though it had much kinship to both, but a new thing under 

the sun.    

As argued from Trotsky and Marcuse to Weber ed., fascism serves a barbarously modified 

power centre of society, using and abusing the lower classes. It does not so much reject capitalist 

values as it upgrades them, eliminating any and all traces of democracy, basic equal rights, and 

plebeian control from below as Marxist and communist; in his decisive 1932 speech to the German 

industrial chiefs, Hitler correctly remarked: “The analogy to political democracy in the economy is 

however communism,” indicating as its opposite the absolutely undemocratic army (cited by Haug 

85, and cf. ibidem 81-91).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

In sum, the ruling class(es) regrouped, letting in some fractions of the middle and lower middle 

classes (cf. Tasca 544), the working classes were impotent and “pacified,” and some of the hitherto 

marginal middle-class segments were upgraded. Bereft of plebeian democracy from below, the 

social fabric was degraded to a relentless straitjacket of terror, propaganda, exploitation, and finally 

war.  

 

4.3. Profiting and Hegemony in Fascist States  

Who profited in the economy under fascism, cui bono? Material advantages for Nazi followers in 

politics and in business were huge at the top, smaller but appreciable as one went lower (see the 

iconic Brecht poem ”Und was bekam des soldaten weib?”). The war profits of German industrial 

capital are hidden behind a smokescreen of falsifications and secrets, but its total has been 

approximately estimated at 100 billion Reichsmark, perhaps worth today 60% of the  US Federal 

budget for 200716/. The industrial working class was kept quiet by full employment, some overtime 

income, terror, improvements in the working place, and the retention of the modest welfare 

concessions from the Weimar Republic, in spite of the wages’ total being frozen at Depression level 

while productivity -- and rate of exploitation -- was estimated rising in 1932-36 by 20-25% (Sohn-

Rethel 175), surely more after that. German workers were traditionally rather fragmented, their 

leisure time was totally “organised” (copying from Italy – Mosse, Nazism 41), and the Gestapo was 

omnipresent. Thus there was much sullen discontent and passive resistance, but just why they were 

neutralised and never erupted at least in strikes -- as in Italy during the war -- remains a mystery (cf. 

Mason 231ff.). Finally, the fascist movements may have gained their main force from marginalised 

and threatened “middle class” segments of small producers and white-collar workers threatened by 

proletarisation, but these groups in no way determined the fascist policy once they seized power.  

So then, who was the hegemon or power-holder in fascism, big capital or the fascist elite? If 

fascism’s core is a shifting but strong alliance of two power elites (Neumann), top capital and the 

fascist party, who is the boss in this alliance? No simple answer is possible here: neither in the Italian 
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nor in the German case was there a puppet theatre where one party pulls the wire and the other 

dances.  

No doubt, the fascist party predominated in daily measures and news as well as incessant, year-

in year-out, propaganda. But the structural changes in economy and daily life amounted to a 

refurbished or 2.0 capitalism, with huge profits still accruing to the major capitalist Konzerne (trusts 

etc.) that gobbled up small and even medium producers. Its new trait is first of all strong State 

intervention as coordination and planning of production goals and trends in order to avoid crisis and 

boost employment, while keeping wages to a minimum; this segues seamlessly into preparation for 

war and then a full war economy. The main goal of the system was a major share of political 

dominance of the world for its Nation-State; I have noted that this economically meant not only a 

goodly share of the spoils for top and middling fascist leaders but also a major role and profits for 

the top capitalist conglomerates. Thus, taking only the most extreme Nazi case, good arguments 

have been brought forward for either side: the hegemon is big capital or the fascist party in power. 

However, the dispute whether primacy belong to politics or economy seems to me sterile. Since 

politics is of shorter duration than the mode of production -- say the Third Reich than German 

capitalism from Bismarck until today -- I would propose that in most cases of a fascist coming to 

power with help of a strong movement from below, the party elite is hegemonic in the short duration 

between its coming to power and the final entropy (see section 2). In the long duration, however, 

the elements its force-feeding brought to refurbish capitalism, such as intra-State (later international) 

economic coordination, heightened capillary demagogy (later entrusted to seemingly apolitical mass 

media), and foreign intervention for economic and strategic advantages, seem to me dominant. In 

that sense, the economic characterisation of fascism as a State-dominated monopoly capitalism 

committed to unceasing warfare may still describe its final long-term crystallisation.  

After the 1970s, the Thatcher-Reagan turn of capitalism to Right-wing politics, beginning with 

a reduction of workers’ movements to impotence (not by chance signalised by breaking a major 

strike each – of airport controllers in the USA, and miners in the UK) and continuing in those two 

countries as well as France with constant military interventions abroad, seems to me to usher in a 

kind of creeping semi-fascism globally. Putin’s Russia, while resisting its State’s degradation to a 

minor world player, does not much differ from that mould, nor does the ruling class of quondam 

communist China. No wonder that the rulers of some countries feel it is safe to go in for “semi” 

fascism or more. I shall suggest a few more points on Fascism 2.0 or Neo-Nazism in section 6.  

 

 

5. An Approach to Clerical Fascism, and Incidentally to “Eastern Europe”  

When we speak about the theatricality of 

fascism, we speak as experts on theatricality, 

but also as the oppressed.... [Thus] let us study 

intrepidly, or also trepidating....  

 Brecht, On the Theatricality of Fascism 

 

5.0. I am writing this section at the behest of some colleagues from Croatia who see today around 

them rapid and unopposed signs of a shift toward Catholic clerico-fascism (such as a serious 

stranglehold on all education) and wish to start at least a discussion about it. But the subject has its 

independent cognitive validity, for we see a global shift towards something like it from the USA 

extreme Protestant or Aryan sects through much of Europe and Africa to the most exasperated forms 

in Asia, from the “House of Islam” area to India and beyond. Indeed, of my three forms of 

“hyphenated fascism” discussed in Section 3, monarchism through God’s grace is practically extinct 
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while monarchism through the people’s grace is reduced to few survivors, poorly fitted for 

hyphenation to fascism unless they meld with militarism (as was the case in much of the interwar 

Balkans, with disaster following, and is the case today, say, in Thailand). Pure “military fascism” is 

still a strong competitor, from Pinochet in 1973 on, but it is at the moment out of favour with 

metropolitan capitalist media and some international institutions, revealing too crudely how and 

what for power operates. To the contrary, good ol’-time religions are still powerful toolkits for co-

opting the masses’ utopian yearnings after justice and security, since they span both the heavenly 

and earthly pole, the ideal and the real, that I addressed earlier.  

However, I believe a discussion of civic religion after Rousseau or of modern “political 

religions” (see note 11) would not be productive here, since we would need an in-depth 

differentiation between existential belief in general --  without which no person and certainly no 

political group or major current can exist -- and theistic religion. As one of my teachers precisely 

put it, “The transcendent element present in the belief is not supernatural and does not take us outside 

or beyond history. It merely takes us beyond the individual.” (Goldmann 90) Thus, in cultures based 

on centuries of Judeo-Christian ideological domination, the use of terms like salvation or sacrifice 

is by itself no evidence of presence or absence of clericalism.  I shall confine myself to what seems 

of interest here: how power uses religion and the eventual connivance of major clerical groups or 

Churches in that use. If the power is either strongly helped or decisively shared by such groups, so 

that they deeply condition some of the rulers’ central measures, the term of partial or full clerico-

fascism is useful.17/ Politically, the term is sometimes denied validity, pussyfooted around, and most 

often just avoided (cf. Berlet, in Griffith and Feldman 5: 400), possibly from ideological or pragmatic 

fear of clashing with powerful clericalisms.  

 

5.1. Catholic Clerico-Fascists   

Canonic fascist movements were often anti-clerical, and the Nazi SS spearhead was even fanatically 

neo-pagan. But first, this does not hold for “East European” variants, generally aiming for a 

“corporative Christian” State and strongly supported by the “religion-church-clergy triad” (Sugar 

151). Second, the opposition to a given Church was often envy, prone to later compromises, as in 

Italy. And the envy was mixed with admiration, in particular for the apparatus and passionate 

adhesion in the Catholic Church, as stressed in both Mussolini and Mein Kampf (481).  Thus, the 

fierce competition with various churches and religious parties -- for example in Weimar Germany -

- for the conservative or, as the case may be, petty-bourgeois masses could also lead to some kinds 

of ideological fusion, facilitated by a largely compatible conservative cultural background, that 

proved more popular than the secular “vitalist” mystiques, and lead to analogous Manichean 

attitudes of enemy extermination (“it’s us or them”). In particular, the frequently resulting fuzzy area 

of semi-fascism was wide open to Catholic clericalism, for example in Salazar’s Portugal and both 

the Austrian variants, the Heimwehr (a mixture of military and clerical semi-fascism) and the 

Dollfuss-Schuschnigg governments. In Romania a peasant and small-town Orthodoxy was one 

factor of the Iron Guard’s appeal. Mussolini set the trend towards not only compromise but a kind 

of auxiliary Catholic power in his 1929 Concordat with the Vatican, widely imitated in the 1930s. 

And even amid the fiercest competitive opposition, fascism often piggy-backed on Catholic ideas, 

practical stances, and unequalled communication infrastructures (and in Germany often on Lutheran 

völkisch* racism and theologising  see Pollard, in Costa Pinto ed. 145). This especially applied to 

political economy, where Catholic conservatism was modernised after Leo XIII’s 1891 encyclical 

Rerum Novarum in favour of a hierarchical, anti-democratic, “corporate” State, affirming strong 

differences between social “orders” or estates (classes) in a system of orderly balances hegemonised 

by the Church; this “Social Catholicism” or corporatism itself developed in the 20th Century a 

synergy with proto-fascist nationalism and hatred of individualism, beginning with Maurras, also 

influential in Balkan Orthodox areas (Mann 85-86). In sum, “fascism was usually aided by 
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established religions and borrowed many of their techniques, just as it borrowed techniques from 

socialist movements” (idem 87).  

The Vatican then played a canny game, prepared to overlook most fascist anti-clericalism and 

crucially support Mussolini or Hitler’s assumption of dictatorship as long as they were efficiently 

anti-socialist and anti-communist (cf. Trevor-Roper in Woolf ed. 25-31 and 34-35). This allowed 

local priesthoods to protest (as in Germany against euthanasia), fully ally itself with fascism 

(Portugal, Spain), actively help without fully sharing power (Croatia) or indeed fuse with it 

(Slovakia), while the Vatican was seemingly at some distance to, sometimes publicly complained -

- say at the Nazi theories in a 1937 encyclical -- and in the case of mass liquidation of Jews even 

valiantly rowed against fascist extremism (the Catholic tradition was anti- Jewish but not racist). 

However, the Vatican never distanced itself from support for Salazar, Franco or the Ustaše, never 

mind Horthy: in Iberia and the former Habsburg lands, for example Hungary or western Yugoslavia, 

the Catholic Church was among the biggest landowners (and is today again such) as well as an 

element of nationalist identification. In short, as the authoritative Mosse concluded, “everywhere at 

first Churches and fascism cooperated”; beyond anti-socialism, there was the hope “that a political 

faith might reflect on religious faith, and then the churches would be full again. That didn’t happen, 

of course.” (Nazism 36). Thus, Machiavellianism fused with a grudging ideological sympathy for 

resacralisation.  

As to why young people and relatively under-privileged groups might switch from Catholic to 

fascist authoritarianism, I have not found much evidence except in an approximation to Reich’s 

thesis of sexual frustration. Linz remarks that their major difference lay in Catholic repression of 

sexuality and violence and an effeminate formalism (in Laqueur ed. 36). Possibly the mainspring 

was better economic prospects.  

The clearest blend of full or “total” power-sharing between Catholic clergy and rabid 

nationalists was Slovakia (see the relevant items in my appended Bibliography of Eastern Europe), 

where Catholicism was “the father of fascism” (Nolte, cited in Linz 32). Hlinka’s Catholic party 

after ca. 1938 drifted towards fascism, so that Father Tiso’s “independent” State can properly be 

called clerico-fascist. The Croatian Ustaša regime 1941-45 is characterised by Vago as “rooted in 

fanatical anti-Serbian ultra-nationalism, supplemented by anti-communist, anti-Semitic, and anti-

democratic ideas, and by a sui generis völkisch Christian (Catholic) anti-modernism… [with a] 

relatively high number of Catholic priests and of persons active in the secular organs and 

organization of the Catholic Church,” as well as with a high  proportion of what Mann would have 

called “minor intelligentsia” of professionals and students (in Laqueur ed. 247). A number of other 

studies concur, such as the withering condemnation in Nolte [1966], Jelinek [1980: 371-75], who 

cites also German and Italian documents, and Payne [407-09]). The authoritative Laqueur judged 

that ”though the Vatican protested from time to time the Ustasha regime of forcible conversion and 

the massacres of non-Catholics, the local clergy supported them” (44). The effect was that “[t]he 

Croat state of the Ustasha … provides a good example of the dual impact of religion and fascism 

resulting in state terrorism unprecedented even by Balkan standards” (148).18/  

All such “East” or perhaps Central European cases (should we call them “East of the Stettin-

Trieste line”?) are characterised by weak preceding modernisation both in production and ideology, 

and thus weak traces of modernism in fascist horizons and behaviour, fantasising in a literally 

reactionary way about Turanian or Gothic ancestry, as befits their strong hegemonisation by the 

“minor intelligentsia,” both student and employed, and by “city peasants.” It seems that “fascist 

movements had special opportunities for success where … the nobility, the military, the bureaucracy 

[or] the Church could save their privileges beyond the industrial revolution…” . (Winkler, cited in 

Linz 111). However, our knowledge of these cases suffers both from inadequate use of source 

materials and from their crass ideological misuse: either by Stalinists, mostly just not investigating 
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instances of clerico-fascism or forcing them into the straitjacket of journalistic denunciation, or by 

wholehearted (usually émigré) or more cautious defence of them.  

 

5.2. Globalisation  

Yet this is no strange Balkan specificity, as similar causes produce similar if less well-known results 

all across the globe. I shall mention here only two such clearly clerico-fascist movements. First are 

the old Boer organisations -- of the extremist Dutch Protestant stripe blended with Nazi Aryanism -

- as Broederbond and Ox-Wagon Sentinel (Ossewa Brandwag); they failed but nonetheless 

powerfully contributed to the victory of apartheid (Griffin 158-59, also Payne 338-40). Second and 

much more important, since they condition much US politics and irradiate  globally, are new US 

racist and xenophobic organisations, present since the Ku Klux Klan  but surging from the 1980s 

on, and given a new lease on life and shift toward clerical profiles after 9-11 (cf. the pioneering 

Armstrong): paradoxically, “while Osama and Co. wouldn't exist without the hegemony of Western 

secularism to rally against, their most effective attack on the Great Satan has breathed new life into 

our own fundamentalist tendencies" (a review of Armstrong’s book, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Battle_for_God). Thus, clerical fascism is alive and well in the 

USA, including the extreme theocratic Christian Dominion Theology. It is a spearhead of US 

supremacism that has captured the hegemony in the Republican Party, and is bountifully financed 

by rich private bodies and churches. It centres on the Christian Identity/Aryan Nations grouping, it 

features strange mixtures of ferocious Christianity and paganism (lately also Satanism), it has strong 

youth organisations, including skinhead militias and skinhead “White Noise” hate rock bands. It 

feeds on unemployment or precarious income and on resentment of workers but is led by the 

endangered middle classes (cf. the essays by Berlet-Lyons and Cotter in Griffin and Feldman eds. 

5: 137ff. and 293ff.). Some groups openly propagate and use violence; “[t]hey share with the Nazis 

their burning hatred of minorities, anti-Semitism, and a firm belief in gigantic conspiracies” 

(Laqueur 224). Now their centrepiece can be Islamophobia. Symmetrically obverse is Farrakhan’s 

seemingly less clericalised Nation of Islam.   

In the post-Cold-War globalisation, the ideologically strange but nationalistically logical 

coexistence of militant religion and Rightwing authoritarianism, often issuing in semi- or full 

fascism, “coexist in Shi’ite Iran, among Jewish fanatics in Israel, among Sikhs in India and elsewhere 

in Asia. The Russian Orthodox Church has been the main pillar of Russian nationalism, as are the 

Armenian, Georgian, Ukrainian and Bulgarian churches in their countries.” (Laqueur 148-49) In the 

ex-Soviet bloc, the Catholic and Orthodox churches are mainly like the Bourbons: they have 

forgotten nothing and learned nothing, often plying the same old racism, anti-Semitism and 

homophobia (Pollard 230, with bibliographic references on 232-34), while the resulting clerico-

fascisms are now joyfully adding anti-immigration – for example the creeping clerico-fascism in 

Poland. This is quite global: it applies also to varieties of Buddhist monks in Shri Lanka and 

Myanmar or rabid rabbis in Israel.  

Laqueur then discusses at length Muslim “radical fundamentalists” from Africa to Bangla 

Desh, who are in these last decennia most aggressive and successful, and whose strengthening will 

accentuate the trend towards fascism of the Nazi variety. The “theology of the bomb” (Laqueur 151) 

of so-called “Islamicist fundamentalism”19/ shares with fascism the anti-democratic and anti-

Enlightenment wish for total control and enthusiastic support of the masses, and the belief in 

coercion and violence both against apostates or renegades  and against non-Moslem clergymen and 

minorities (such as Copts in Egypt). Like fascism, supremacist Islamicism is a movement of young 

males, using but marginalising and subordinating women. It often relies on organised militias such 

as the pasdaran in Iran, or clandestine terrorist groups as al-Qaeda, or both (such as the various 

Talebans and ISIS); and considering itself in permanent holy war, it militarises life wherever it can. 

It shares with modern “fascism 2.0” the recognition that the Nation-State is no longer central and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
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therefore stresses the umma*-wide scope of the revolt, promoting a new Caliphate and other 

transnational forms, expanding aggression targets from national enemies to all the godless (Laqueur 

149-55 and 176-77). It was or is particularly aggressive in Central Africa, from Mali to Tanzania, 

where the number of Moslems has doubled in one generation, but also in Bosnia or Chechnia, or in 

the at least semi-fascist Nation of Islam in the USA.  There is little doubt that Islamic supremacism 

is a religious – military and/or clerical – congeries belonging to the genus of neo-fascist or in some 

cases semi-fascist movements, with which it fully shares the absence of any economic doctrine and 

its subjection to politics. Surely, it also has important generational, area, and ideological differences 

with the largely secular European fascism. 

In particular, I am not competent to judge whether clerical fascism or some hybrid thereof is 

the case in Iran, as it seems from the outside. The anti-Shah revolution had genuine popular roots in 

factions and even parties straining for national independence and social justice, most of which were 

suppressed immediately after the clerical assumption of power. Iran also has the only Shi’ite State 

to defend and thus cannot entirely follow the theology of the bomb. It has given on paper certain 

autonomous rights to Armenian, Kurdish, and Turkish minorities, but always subject to not 

offending “Moslem religiosity.” It has an educated young generation, businessmen, and technocrats, 

and currents inside it which may be countervailing.  

 

6. Concluding: And Briefly, on Fascism 2.0  

Then fascism came.  

      Miklavž Komelj, poem on Pasolini (2008)  

 

6.0. Can the above discussion of fascism be applied to understanding developments after 1989? This 

is refused by many “liberals,” who consider its relevance exhausted with 1945. In my considered 

opinion, and mutatis mutandis*, yes it can.  

To do so, the pre-1945 discussion has to be first reconsidered as to its import and consequences, 

and second added to. I can do here only a first sketch.  

   

6.1. A New Matrix: Necro-capitalism vs. Citizenship 

I accept the diagnosis that capitalism goes on by means of an unceasing “primitive accumulation” 

by dispossessing and plundering other places, times, human groups and ecological environments 

(the great ancestor here is Rosa Luxemburg, and the theory has had a remarkable revival in the last 

decades). For the capitalists, it means adding to economic competition through the market more and 

more overtly violent competition through military destruction. The Nazi project was a gigantic 

machine for enforcing such a new primitive accumulation for German capital and State (cf. Sohn-

Rethel 121-23). As then, this means here and now “war; and war is the maker of empires, but also 

the breaker” (Retort 186; cf. also Banerjee). Even in regions where war is carefully kept out of sight, 

there is obvious and gnawing insecurity, with erupting hotbeds of violence, particularly in the gun-

crazy USA.  

The revved-up “primitive accumulation” by large capitalist corporations, in full symbiosis with 

the military of a few strongest States, does not need a huge depression  (though we are since 2008 

in one) to create mass physical and psychological threats. It is a new, upgraded, and longer lasting 

matrix analogous to the one I described at the beginning of this essay, in fact its 2.0 version, and it 

results in fascism 2.0 versions. Of course it proceeds, as it always did, by enlarging and intensifying 

“the invasion and sterilizing of so many unoccupied areas of human species-being” (Retort 20), from 

ecology to genome. A tendency to fascism flows out of the very center of capitalism: whenever its 
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contradictions ripen, it is a possible and proven way out.  However, its main lever in our new matrix 

is overt hyper-tecnological war. Capitalism, we now see, will always and necessarily resort to war 

when its economy is in insoluble trouble. This turn entails rampant militarisation of everyday life, 

hugely strengthening elitist commanding power as well as increasing anxiety and intolerance. It is 

very akin and easily conductive to fascism: it amounts to a creeping but potent and unceasing 

fascistisation. The question before us is then not whether fascism is advancing or not under the aegis 

of formal legal equality but, as Močnik brilliantly asked, “How much fascism?” (cf. also K. Weber 

and Ross): which fascist micropractices, policies, institutions, and stances have gained either the 

right to the city (civitas) or indeed the dominance in it? The Austrian writer Menasse articulated this 

for Germany -- but not only -- as follows:  

 

[In] glaring light fascist economic, welfare, and social politics is being again carried out: 

No taxation for large enterprises and trusts, which renders necessary sociopolitical cuts.... 

Strengthened investments into armaments and State goods, not consumed by society at 

large, cuts in individual consumption. Return from relative to absolute surplus of labour, 

lengthening of working time, lowering of salaries. Induction of societal solidarity through 

scenarios of foreign menace. Transformation of societal problems into esthetic claims, for 

example cuts in public health with simultaneous fetishisation of “body beautiful”.... (27ff.) 

 

When does the seed sprout, the larva acquire wings, the quantity translate into quality?  

The huge growth of militarisation, plundering, and violence has many components and 

consequences, of which I shall in this first approach limit myself to two crucial ones: hollowing out 

of citizenship and war as the father of all things.  

First, the unceasing, capillary, brutal plundering of people and habitats, mind whorls and whole 

countries if not continents, by means of wholesale warfare bolstered by efficient “perpetual 

emotional machines” (Perry Anderson 89, and cf. Retort’s chapter “Permanent War,” 78-107) brings 

about a very serious corruption of civic life caused by the economic and psychological onslaught of 

the death-oriented military-financial complex, fully integrated with mass communications and 

increasingly with the academy. Michael Mann’s insistence, on the one hand, that absolutism has 

historically always arisen from “the State’s need to tax more in order to fight more expensive foreign 

wars,” which led to professional militaries usable for domestic repression too (65), and, on the other 

hand, that -- together with outer-oriented militarism -- paramilitarism “[w]as a key value and the key 

organisational form of fascism,” acquires here a new resonance. Violence enters into the pores of 

everyday life and the whole Lebenswelt, as “the key to the ‘radicalism’ of fascism” (16). A fascist 

movement is a propagandist militia in politics.  

Second, this cancer works at erasing the great bourgeois revolutionary concept and practice of 

citizenship, the citoyen. This was a horizon of friendly relations between State and democracy from 

below (Gramsci’s civil society), without which there is no possibility of developing socialism, 

communism or any other movement towards social justice. Goebbels was quite right in proclaiming, 

immediately after the Nazi coming to power, that “The year 1789 is hereby eradicated from history”: 

1933 erases 1789! Instead, the modern State needs “weak citizenship,” an impoverished public realm 

with a ghost of former civil society. Its economic master (capitalism) needs a Nation without the 

citoyen, a ”social texture … of loosely attached consumer subjects“ constantly bombarded by “idiot 

fashions and panics and image motifs” (Retort 21 and passim). On the Nazi model, as read  by 

Marcuse early on in “State,” in the situation where capitalist property is protected by transferring 

the political functions directly to a ruling group that disciplines both capitalists and workers through 

capillary bureaucratic and security control, the individual is reduced to the position of an atom of 

the mass; the State grows into “a gigantic monopolistic combine” (cf. 225 and passim), today 

synchronised with other transnational and power combines – financial and military -- in relation to 
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which the individual is sunk to the position of a member of the mass, atomised, reduced to self-

interest, and thus easily manipulated and disciplined by quasi-legal terror and by indoctrination of 

his superiority to other groups of individuals, say immigrants. 

The human condition bereft of universal citizenship means that the franchise is hollowed out 

and that nationalism is sundered from well-being for most people – it is no longer treated as integrally 

political, as access to a share of power by most people, but only as restrictedly “cultural.” If the 

practical core of fascism can be seen, as G.M. Tamás argues, as a “hostility to universal citizenship” 

(electronic p. 4), which is being constantly restricted by means of the Prerogative State (see my 

discussion of Fraenkel), then we are in the midst of a maybe covert but “methodical civil war, where 

the State is one of the warring parties” (Tamás 10) -- in favour of financial capitalism and against 

95% of the people, I would add. Alternatively, in much of the world where the citoyen element is 

weak and/or foreign violent interventions strong -- say most of Africa, the former Soviet Union, and 

now West Asia -- the State has failed; the result is anomic zones of overt warfare decimating the 

population and causing waves of emigrants (all immigrants begin as emigrants). A more and more 

restricted citizenship still remains for the richer countries with an active State, as opposed to “sub-

political humanity” elsewhere, with the richer enclaves enlisting even their nation’s poor in 

protection of the poor privileges -- membership of the European Union or the WTO -- remaining. 

This gives Fascism 2.0 “its missing populist [mass] dimension” (idem 15-17).  

Finally,  

war and violence [become] class- and gender-defining metaphors – as means of 

establishing social and individual identities.... A watershed in European history was 

reached when ... war became an increasingly central aspect of bourgeois identity 

formation and when a new Right began to replace property and family with war as the 

main link between the (male) individual and the nation....  (Michael Geyer, in Gillis 100)  

As the pioneering Benjamin fulminantly encapsulated in terms of high-school geometry, “In the 

parallelogram of forces formed by Nation and Nature, War is the diagonal” (“Theorien” 248; cf. the 

lengthier analyzes by Marcuse of the fascist “naturalistic biologism,” 17ff., and by Neocleous, 75ff., 

of the claims on space and Lebensraum justified by such “natural law”). Or, more explicitly, “Only 

war makes it possible to mobilise all the present means of technology while keeping intact the 

property relationships” (“Kunstwerk” 468). Last not least, “Fascism pursues the esthetics of politics 

... [in which an alienated mankind] lives its own annihilation as a first-class esthetic pleasure” (ibid. 

469) -- as if Benjamin were here with us, 75 years after his suicide to evade the fascists, looking at 

our TV and movies.  

 

6.2. A Few Words on Fascism 2.0  

I call this rebooted version ”fascism 2.0 (F2)“ because this label conveys more than neo-fascism, 

and I have doubts about the current half a dozen alternatives, such as para- etc. The only good 

exception might be crypto-fascism, which means simply that for tactical reasons they don’t divulge 

all they really want, which clearly applies to Haider’s FPŐ, German AfD, and most other European 

electoral parties (the overt neo-Nazis are the Greek Golden Dawn, the Hungarian Jobbik, and the 

Ucrainian Svoboda and Right Sector). In general, all references to the obfuscating term of 

“Rightwing populism” should be understood as a creeping fascistisation (cf. Löwy). 

One can observe, globally, three main F2 foci or infection centres. One is constituted by the 

rich and agile US clerico-fascist tendencies, in and out of the Republican Party. I have spoken to it 

in Section 5 and regret I cannot go into it at more length.20/ The second one is in Europe. In both 

cases, the economic crisis is a necessary but insufficient factor (for example, it cannot explain the 

historical recoil against fascism in the hard-hit Spain and Portugal). However, it is crucial that no 
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antifascist movement can seriously develop unless it be radically anti-“neo-liberal,” that is, against 

the dominance of financial capital.  

Rebooting means in Europe first erasing and, second, adding new themes and stances, which 

show a proper name might actually be neo-Nazi.  Erased is, in most cases, the glorification of the 

Leader and of anti-Semitism as ill befitting the Po-Mo times (although the hypocrisy is manifest in 

their universal denial of the Nazi extermination of Jews). Further, since there is no communist or 

anarchist working-class movement to fear, the quite tame trade unions or supposedly Left parties do 

not have to be destroyed, the job of hugely strengthening exploitation has been done by “neo-

liberalism.” It must be allowed that the “precarious” workers, intellectuals, and youngsters are more 

easily contaminated by post-Modern F2, coquetting with esotericism, as long as they go in for 

cleansing wars – in Italy, say, from Evola to the craze for Tolkien – and often justified in New Age 

quasi-religious but elitist terms (Laqueur 95 and 100). Added to F2’s legacy are two matters (cf. 

Payne 498-99). First, nations being increasingly irrelevant, a myth of Europe is developed as against 

the USA -- and earlier USSR – as well as against Islam and if need be China, and used day in and 

day out for inciting resentment and violence by the endangered lower and middle classes against the 

“immigrants”: fascism can now be nationalist and (racially) internationalist while defending Festung 

Europa*. The ideal fascist Europe is still some variant of Aryan racism, though locally it may be 

called Celtic or whatever. Second, there is a greater propensity to literal terrorism -- indiscriminate 

killing to impress the rest21/ -- as in Italy, Germany or France, which betrays on the one hand 

weakness but on the other support of important parts of State apparatus (bureaucracy, police). Beside 

the added new ideologemes, the core remains Social Darwinism taken over from the Great Ancestors 

(cf. Opitz 243-57), suitably soft-pedalled where needed (“we don’t want to kill the immigrants, let 

them just go back and starve under the bombs”).  

A third growing factor in these last years is a major influx of refugees from not only (as already 

for a long time) Africa but now also West Asia, from Afghanistan to Syria. This is a mass movement 

of starving people, either from the plebeian classes or from a proletarianised middle class,  bombed 

out by the US and West European powers. They are led by no political movement but are individuals 

or families fleeing to richer places where they could survive. Capitalism is for them a capricious and 

cruel Destiny that cannot be fought, only infiltrated. Although they are a needed boon for the 

demographically dwindling Europe, pro-capitalist “liberalism” mobilises against them national 

chauvinisms to forestall a plebeian alliance against the rulers. The anger of the proletarianised 

majority of Europeans, a mixture of fright and impotence, is channelled against this imaginary but 

quite fake threat – as is its US analogue against the Latin Americans and Asian immigrants.. This 

submerges the interests of the transnational capitalist class, represented by more rational politicians 

like Merkel in Germany or Obama in the USA, in favour of the turn to F2 (as in the case of Trump).  

Quite parallel to this turn is the vision of the Islamic supremacists, except that it has strong 

feudal-cum-slaveowning traits, since they never had a citoyen to bother about. They too are oriented 

toward continent-size entities, overtly terroristic (a richer and more successful group terrorism amid 

greater material and moral poverty), militaristic, and macho. Even canonic European fascism was 

reviving some of the worst aspects of pre-capitalist formations: individual and caste incarnation of 

power as against citizenship and innate rights; tight link between religion and power 

(„sacralisation“); primacy of warrior virtues and violence over caring, of the tribe or ethnos over 

universalism, of muddy emotion over argued intelligence, and so on. So there is a clear kinship 

between Euro-American fascist movements and Islamic supremacists. However, these don’t need 

European “legacy fascism” (Paxton 175), because they have their own ideological legacy in the 

modern interpretations of the Quran. If, in Fraenkel’s words, “the Third Reich [was] theocracy 

without a god,” then “theocratic” Islamic suprematicism (Salafism) has inserted its own God, 

arguing that this entails a totalitarian State. In the West Asian area, IS/ISIL, such a fascist quasi-

State with a functioning army and territorial apparatus emerged in the 2010s.  
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How do my eight points from the outline in 4.1 fare in this Post-Fordist world of “pure 

bourgeois without the citoyen” (Tamás 7) or of a modernism reduced to capitalist technocracy plus 

myth (Neocleous 60) – in brief, of rampant financial plutocracy across the globe?22/ I think my points 

are all well and thriving in F2, except for the central role of the Nation-State, which has now grown 

irrelevant for major decisions except in the major powers: the aggressive US imperialism, the 

defensive Chinese and Russian autocracies, and the satellite Europe(s).  

Finally, this little conclusion shows how within the turn to F2 ultra-nationalist ideology seems 

to be in the long run waning, but that wherever and whenever capitalism comes to need it, as in 

“Eastern Europe” or facing the immigrants, it has waxed again. I believe this is a confirmation of 

my hypothesis from 4.3 that capitalism rather than nationalism is in the long run hegemonic in, and 

indeed the true beneficiary of, fascism. Besserwisser (smart aleck) academics -- speaking of fascism 

in what my favourite fascistologist, Tim Mason, called a sense “devoid of theoretical baggage” 

(323), and overcompensating this by impromptu hypotheses with a personal copyright -- will sneer 

at this passéism. Yet the sarcasm directed at this irritating (and in truth at times raw and reductive) 

Marxist thesis may return to haunt the sarcasts. This overriding truth shall not by itself make us free 

but it will make us able to see a true freedom.  

And yet, and yet… Looking backwards on what I have learned writing this essay, a suspicion 

assails me rather far away from most Marxist findings, though quite compatible with Marx and the 

tradition formulated (not by chance, on the lesson of the First World War) by Luxemburg’s slogan 

“socialism or barbarism.” In a radically Benjaminian fashion, it is the suspicion that perhaps the 

defeat of Lenin’s liberatory and plebeian anti-capitalist and anti-war endeavour does mean a century 

or more of the Iron Heel, leaving an impoverished planet and impoverished human horizons to all 

that may come after it. That would mean that Marx’s spectrum of class social formations would not 

only have an non-progressivist beginning in the ”Asian  mode” but also a very non-progressivist 

ending in the  presently returning fascist-type of production relationships summarising and 

exasperating many of the worst traits of class societies after the tribal one, a thanatocracy where the 

world proletariat is split into a minority of Jack London’s Mercenaries and the great totally indigent 

majority. Freud’s Death instinct, presciently formulated by him in 1920 (in part because of World 

War traumas) at the time of the crisis with which this essay begins, is perhaps stronger than many 

of us suspected.23/ Death, the Thanatos option, is the ultimate object and hidden purpose (telos) of 

alienated human subjects in capitalist individualism, of course in war – and in fascism.   

Marx told us so, almost two centuries ago: self-renunciation, “the denial of life and of all 

human needs, is the principal doctrine [of such political economy, the science of wealth]” 

(www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1844/manuscripts/needs.htm).  

 

  

 

Notes 

*/ With regret, I focus on Europe  -- that is, Italy, Germany, and a bit on other movements from 

Finland to Spain and Romania. I confess I have not properly studied the rather different East 

European fascist movements, but I am not persuaded by Mann’s plea that their most important cases, 

Hungarian and Romanian, had plebeian horizons. It should be pointed out that I could not take into 

accounts many writings of the last dozen years. The asterisks * are keyed to the Glossary at end. 

Unattributed translations are mine, sometimes using but modifying extant ones.  

My readers may have noticed that I admire Molière’s “theft” (in fact, re-use with some rewrite) 

of a whole scene from Cyrano, and his justification je prends mon bien où je le trouve. I have thus 

taken my goods/pleasure wherever I could find it, and reused or slightly paraphrased many felicitous 

formulations from my Bibliography, which are attributed only if I cite them outright.  
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I try hard to disregard the alienating professional barriers between political, economic, social, 

and cultural history as well as theory.  

This essay does not use archival sources, unless my life experiences under the Ustaša can count 

as such in a small but for me significant way (which I would think is the case); all my other evidence 

is secondary or worse, from evidence and discussions of evidence by others. This seems normal to 

epistemologist me, who thinks that anything we may know of X -- beyond the barest sensations – is 

what and how we think we know that X is, and that itself is always X as something (in a given 

framework that will determine what of X we see and how). The terms “what and how” are here 

imperfections of our language and philosophy: any artist will tell you they are two ways of talking 

about the same thing. However, this also means that weighty archival evidence may – as always – 

change any finding.  

My heroes in it, with whom I critically sympathise, are anti-fascist refugees from Germany 

and Italy, ranging from Benjamin, Brecht, and Bloch through Tasca and Sohn-Rethel to Mosse and 

Laqueur, and then selected academics, ranging from Moore and Mason to Mann and Paxton. My 

anti-heroes, beside the fascist leaders and machines and the global economico-political set-up 

favouring them (that is, wounded and most dangerous capitalism), then the Stalinist Komintern 

1925-34 practising wishful dogmatics, and -- symmetrically obverse to the Stalinist error -- academic 

specialists pooh-poohing Marxism while crunching lists of statistics of who voted how in which 

election, with idiosyncratic personal curlicues to shape a conclusion.   

My thanks for stimulation and help with materials go to Marc Angenot, Fredric Jameson, Iris 

Konopik, Todor Kuljić, Jie-Hyun Lim, Douglas Lummis, Tijana Okić plus Andreja Živković, Srećko 

Pulig, Anthony Squiers, Klaus Weber, Thomas Weber, and Toby Widdicombe; and of course to the 

Uppsala University libraries accessed through the Carolina Library. Mladen Lazić alerted me to a 

couple of points I had missed. Rada Iveković sent me a harsh critique of my gender approach, from 

which I took what I could, with sincere thanks. Richard D. Erlich again did a both stylistic and 

substantial critique, from which I learned much. Without Branko Matan the essay would probably 

not have been written. I am alone responsible for all the eventual monstrosities.  

 

1/ I do not like the term “masses” and its derivatives, which are to me barbarisations replacing 

either “people/s” and/or “class/es:” However, in a barbaric age I could not avoid this terminology; I 

caution the reader to be suspicious of it.  

 

2/ Mosse’s book of that title stresses the filiation of political symbolism and rituals in Germany 

from the Napoleonic Wars on. He takes the term, however, from a passage of Mein Kampf that calls 

-- with a good measure of demagogic acumen -- for radical measures to achieve it. There is a huge 

list of books on the “masses” from Le Bon through Ortega y Gasset – who identified the danger of 

the State swallowing civil society -- to Balibar. 

 

3/ This matrix was first noted by Clara Zetkin (in Nolte ed.) and Karl Radek, and resulted in 

the first decent approximation to a definition of fascism, a resolution of the Communist International 

in June 1923 (in De Felice, Interpretations, pp. 44-47, and in Griffin-Feldman eds., 2: 32-34). It 

found fascism’s “strongest root [in] the imperialist war and the disruption of capitalist economy 

[which destroy security] for broad strata of the petty and middle bourgeoisie, small peasants and 

intelligentsia,” while the pusillanimity of the working class outside the USSR makes them disbelieve 

its own power. Thus fascism attract some elements of the proletariat and “the rootless in every social 

stratum, particularly ex-officers….” The ruling bourgeoisie then takes fascism into its service “to 

defeat and enslave the proletariat.” In different countries, “[fascism’s] essence is a mixture of the 
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most brutal and terrorist force and an apparently revolutionary jargon that is demagogically made 

relevant to the needs and sentiments of vast masses of workers” (and, as earlier mentioned in the 

resolution, of some other classes). It must be added that this was a unique moment of insight by the 

Comintern, which after Lenin’s death the following year degenerated into factional infighting, 

improvisations, and major mistakes, and only achieved relevance again in 1935 with the strategy of 

an anti-fascist People’s Front. The 1923 diagnosis was picked up and amplified in 1933 by the lone 

voice of Trotsky.  

However, it should be clear from my Bibliography that, with a few exceptions, it was the 

Marxists (often but not always heterodox) and the émigrés from Germany, two partly overlapping 

categories, who wrote the only useful analyses of fascism before the academic flood began in the 

mid-1960s.  

There are many reviews of theories of fascism: a bewilderingly wide one is in Larsen et al. 

eds., pp. 12-189, almost the whole of De Felice speaks to it, and a more manageable one in Payne 

1995. The best general bibliography I found is in Paxton 2004.  

 

4/ This very significant mainspring was a few years later rendered strategically central by 

World War 1 and spelled out at more length by Lenin in his theory of imperialism.  It was well 

described as a blowback by Aimé Césaire (77 and 111). 

 

5/ No doubt, the term “middle class” is born out of and breeds confusion, but I have to use it 

in a foreshortening, needed for quick overviews. In the widest sense, it is everybody between 

capitalists, plus their immediate colleagues in the ruling class, and the “direct producers” or canonic 

proletarians, that is, workers in industry or services plus peasants. It is not restricted to small 

independent proprietors who employ family but little waged labour, which Mann calls “the classic 

petty bourgeoisie” (18).  

 

6/ I find of significance the fact that in the imperialist warfare against the Soviet revolution 

and the crushing of revolts in Hungary, Bavaria, and Finland in 1917-22, we seem to find for the 

first time a mass post-war use of military dictatorship in Europe as a form of government welcomed 

by modern capitalism, prominently including indiscriminate massacres of whole ethnic or political 

groups if deemed dangerously Red -- a signal surely heeded by Italian and then German fascism. In 

that sense, Nolte’s idea of a European civil war could have a reason for existing, but it was after 

1921 a pre-emptive strike of panicky or risk-averse ruling classes.  

 

7/ Power was in fascist regimes as a rule interwoven and shared between the State apparatus, 

the fascist party, and other factors, as I discuss at length. Mussolini’s ideal “all in the State, nothing 

outside the State” (cited in Figueroa Ibarra p. 149) was one pole, minimising the party, the other 

being in Nazism the “dual” rule of State and party with conflicts between the competing business 

and political elites being resolved by the Führer (Neumann, Sohn-Rethel, Schweitzer, etc.).  

The Leader usually had important idiosyncratic traits (such as Hitler’s obsessive anti-

Semitism) but he was always a structural necessity, a kind of black hole sucking all other power in 

and then re-channelling it. (cf. Sohn-Rethel 145).  

 

8/ Cf. Benjamin “Theorien” and “Kunstwerk,” Brecht “Theatralik,” and more Ernst Bloch than 

I can quote here, but see at least Erbschaft -- prominently, the essay on asynchronicity of German 
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social groups, that is, the conflicted simultaneity of nonsimultaneous imaginary class-times -- and 

half a dozen of articles in his Hasard; also Mosse, Nazism 39-41 and 112-15; Friedländer; Weber 

ed., especially chapters 2-3, 6-8, and 10; and some contributions in Griffin and Feldman volume 3.  

 

9/ This thesis was beloved by Nazism’s would-be (and much the best) theoretician Carl 

Schmitt. His writings, from the 1931 book Der Hüter der Verfassung on, should share with the 

usually cited Giovanni Gentile the privilege of theorising “the totalitarian State” as one that refuses 

to tolerate opposition (see Fraenkel 60 and 222). Schmitt picks up, to my mind significantly, Ernst 

Jünger’s “total mobilisation” that refers to the World War 1 experience as “the centrepiece of fascist 

war mystique” (Benjamin, “Theorien” 239 and passim).  Quite consistent with his demonic fixation 

on “the enemy,” derived from his original Catholic conservatism, Schmitt went on in 1937 to glorify 

inter-State warfare: “The overall form of the State is determined by the nature of total war… the 

total war, however, obtains its meaning from the total enemy” (cited ibidem p. 198 and 239). As 

Fraenkel masterfully encapsulates him, “the continuous existence of an enemy is a substitute for 

rational goal” (198). Schmitt’s rediscovery as a maître à penser* in the last few decades is a sign of 

the new respectability of fascism and its modes of warfare, omnipresent today.   

 

10/ Japan is by the standards of a few canonic European nations a rather aberrant case, with 

some ideologues but no powerful fascist mass movement or party to speak of, its leading role being 

taken by the aggressive military ultra-nationalists, with a secondary --  though ideologically 

prominent -- partner in the “tennô” (God Emperor) faction in politics and its widespread following. 

However, I believe the absence of a strong fascist political faction cannot be used to deny other paths 

to a fascist socio-political effect and scope, when all other criteria are met. If for example Spain and 

Portugal, where the party movement from below was replaced by the military and secondarily by 

top bureaucrats and capitalists plus the Catholic Church, are allowed to have become fascist, I think 

we must allow Japan from a certain point in the 1930s the same status (see also the title by Reynolds 

ed., especially the editor’s essay at end). Even under Mussolini, the party was after 1928 secondary 

to the weight of old State bureaucracy, big business, the military, and the alliance with the Vatican. 

That most Japanologists disbelieve in Japanese fascism -- but weighty dissenters can be found, to 

begin with Robert Brady and Barrington Moore -- is not a solution, it is a problem.   

 

11/ There is a flood of literature on fascism in Italy and Germany 1919-45 in both the native 

languages and English, also in French or Spanish. My generalisations attempt to encompass central 

features of both, though I side with those scholars who see the logically extreme form in Nazism and 

allot to Italy a compromise form with the old conservative establishment. I do wish to single out for 

Italy, beside those discussed in the body of my essay and mentioned in the appended “Select 

Bibliography,” the survey by Alberto Aquarone, and Lelio Basso, a  remarkable independent Left 

socialist, whose exemplary study of fascist shock-troops (squadrismo) concludes that Mussolini’s 

success was not so much due to them as to the decision of financial and monopoly capital in 1920-

21, amid strong economic difficulties and political threats, to liquidate the old State power structure; 

many other remarkable works are analyzed at length by De Felice 1977 from his point of view (and 

with a wide section of notes including bibliography).   

 

12/ Clause 4 of the newly named NSDAP’s Programme in 1920 read: „Only members of the 

nation can be citizens of the State. Only those of German blood … may be members of the nation.“  

(cited in Neocleous 33, source in 102)    
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13/ I cannot face at length here the issue of Nazi racism, but agree with Neocleous that,  

historically, political anti-Semitism followed the rise of nationalism (23, 26-36), and that it was used 

by the Nazis as a super-nationalist mystique adding esoteric science and biological „blood“ – as 

Ernst Bloch noted -- to xenophobic politics. I also agree with Trotsky that “the petty bourgeois 

needed a higher instance, standing above matter and history and kept safe from competition, 

inflation, crisis, and liquidation sales” – thence the resort to race as validation of nationalism 

(electronic p. 4). In theory, the Aryan race superseded even the national State, in practice they fused; 

Nazi racism did make German fascism more mythical and more potent than the Italian variant. 

Empirically, it came about where Jews were a good demagogic target because of high visibility in 

urban financial capital or village small commerce, in culture or in revolutionary organisations 

(Mosse, Nazism 97-98, and cf. about Eastern Europe Vago and Mosse eds.).  

However, I look askance at the „political religions theory“ of Emilio Gentile et al. which 

oversimplifies the passive and yearning masses (taken verbatim from Mein Kampf), and is the old 

totalitarianism theory in Po-Mo sauce.  

 

14/ Yet if one takes a step backward, this muddle of Rightwing vs fascist, evaded by  the device 

“to multiply the intermediary stages in order to resolve theoretical difficulties,” is always a sign of 

repressed cognitive deadlock (Balibar remarked this à propos of a different problem of the same 

formal kind, cf. Sur 148). I tentatively indicate a possible way out in the concept of “creeping 

fascism,” cf. also Ross in note 19.  

 

15/ National rebirth or palingenesis, the pivot in Roger Griffin’s definition of fascism, is an 

ambiguous criterion (see Mann 12-13). Every nationalism thinks of the nation as simultaneously 

hoary -- which is incorrect (see Hobsbawm) -- and perpetually young; perhaps ancestrally, every 

capitalist wishes his profits to be reborn each year. (The key question is, just what dies in the rebirth?) 

But it seems to me that this very ambiguity and in a way banality, coupled with the Asian esotericism 

lurking in it, is a useful pointer. Yes it does not make sense: but it seems to. That’s the point of 

fascism. 

So far as I know, the first to use the term “ultranationalism” was Togliatti („ideologia 

nazionalista esasperata,“ Corso 12).  

 

16/ To understand at least vaguely what a mastodontic sum these war profits of the German 

industry were, I append a small exercise in calculation.  

The initial estimate of ca. 100 billion RM profit is in Eichholz 2: 569. (I do  not know how to 

subtract from this loses to German industry due to war destruction, and I do not know how largely 

they were made good by the Marshall Plan, which gave to Germany 13.2 billion in current 2016 

US$ value.)   

According to www.history.ucsb.edu/faculty/marcuse/projects/currency.htm, in 1938 the 

official exchange was 2.49RM to 1US$. Also, a salary of 6,000 RM wd have been worth wildly 

differing sums of money in 2007 according to various ways of calculating, but it is counselled to 

adopt the median estimate of a “consumer bundle value” which would be roughly 84 thousand US$. 

1 RM of 1938 would thus be worth in 2007 14 US$, and 100 billion (with 9 zeroes) RM would be 

1.4 trillion (with 12 zeroes) US$.  

The US Federal budget for 2007 was ca 2.4 trillion $. Thus the war profits of the German 

industry would be worth today 60% of the US Federal budget for 2007.  

http://www.history.ucsb.edu/faculty/marcuse/projects/currency.htm
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Alternatively, when compared to individual mega-corporations: according to 

http://archive.fortune.com/magazines/fortune/fortune500_archive/full/2005/ (a comparable year 

before the crash), the profits of top companies were: Exxon Mobile 25.3 billion, Citygroup 17.0 

billion, General Electric 16.6 billion, all three together =  ca. 59 billion US$.  

100 billion RM of 1938 = 1,400 billion US$ of 2007 (or 2005) would thus be similar to 23.5 

years of 2005 profits of the 3 most profitable US companies at that time. Of course, these are rough 

guesses, which may well oscillate from one half to the double of the conversion, and the initial 

estimate might also be revised (to my mind NOT downwards). But it gives us an idea of the scale.  

According to https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II_casualties#Nazi_Germany, the 

casualties suffered by Germany (without Austria) are in some dispute, but seem to be 4.4 million on 

the front, 0.5 from Allied bombing, and 0.5 million from Nazi persecution (the euthanised and Jews), 

in all ca. 5,400.000 people. Rudely, but in accordance with nationalism, we could say the profit per 

head of dead German was perhaps (100,000 : 5.4 =) ca. 19,000 RM or 265,000 US$ of 2007. Non 

olet.*  

 

17/ Griffin’s introduction to Clerical Fascism seems to me off on a quite different and 

somewhat perverse tack by defining clerical fascism as “the ideology and political praxis of clerics 

and theologians” (5) in some kind of relation to fascism, which he proceeds to discuss. An inquiry 

into this may be of some use, but not for my purposes here. I find conceptually most useful Laqueur 

1996 – always within the limits of an ideal type. 

 

18/ Laqueur’s judgment on the 1990s in ex-Yugoslavia is not less clear: “The fact that the 

churches in former Yugoslavia gave unreserved support to nationalist passions contributed to the 

separation and the outbreak of war. Although they did not identify with fascist doctrine and practice, 

they nonetheless paved the way toward dictatorship and genocidal acts and thus to the creation of a 

political climate in which fascist policies were accepted as a matter of course.” (170)  

 

19/ I agree with Berlet (Griffith and Feldman 5: 397) that we must practice careful semantic 

hygiene in order not to become bigots and maybe unwitting fascistoid professors of hate. “Islam” is 

semantically on a par with Christianity and Judaism, so any suffix unfit for those two should not be 

used -- his example is: if “Judaism” is not Jewish fanaticism, then “Islami(ci)sm” cannot be Muslim 

fanaticism. As he recommends, I am using ”Islamic supremacist” or longer paraphrases. I find even 

“fundamentalism” displeasing, for I side with those historians who see in Islam many currents and 

not a monolith, so that any “fundament” is a historical choice (if you wish, a historical interpretation 

of the Quran).  

 

20/ How new US President Trump is furthering the White supremacists and fascists can be 

seen in  a first approximation in Alexander Reid Ross, “Trump’s First Hundred Days and the Fascist 

Agenda,” www.tangledwilderness.org/trumps-first-hundred-days-and-the-fascist-agenda/,  and now 

in his agile book Against… (in my Select Bibliography).  

 

21/ See on terrorism my two analyses soon after 2001, now chapters 20-21 in Darko Suvin. As 

I develop at some length, by any reasonable definition there is, beside the universally foregrounded 

“group terrorism,” also the technologically superior and much the most murderous “State terrorism.”  

 

http://archive.fortune.com/magazines/fortune/fortune500_archive/full/2005/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II_casualties#Nazi_Germany
http://www.tangledwilderness.org/trumps-first-hundred-days-and-the-fascist-agenda/
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22/ So that my reader could check my inveighing against such plutocracy, here are just a very 

few more figures (which, as we know, are not opinions) from Shah:  

--over three billion people live on less than $2.50 a day; this includes every second child.  

--at least one third of all private financial wealth is now owned by world’s richest 91,000 

people – just 0.001% of the world’s population. 

--the next 51 percent of all wealth is owned by the next 8.4 million — just 0.14% of the world’s 

population. Almost all of it has managed to avoid all taxes.  

 

23/ Perhaps I could claim to having had some inkling of it in my writings of the last quarter 

century, though I did not tie the Thanatos option politically to fascism but first to doctrinal 

individualism (in “Polity”) and then to wars, economic exploitation, and ecocide (in “Death”).   

 

 

Glossary 

villes tentaculaires = tentacle(d) cities 

otium = leisure, ease, time for cognitive pursuits; traditionally in Antiquity opposed to negotium, 

daily gainful  life or busi/yness 

locus amoenus = idealised and circumscribed “pleasant place” of idyllic safety and beauty, say in 

Virgil, Shakespeare, or Tasso  

ad nauseam = to the point of nausea, to a sickening degree 

Lebenswelt = literally “life world,” in Husserl etc., “a world that subjects may experience together” 

(wikipedia), the basis for epistemology  

 cordon sanitaire = originally a guarded belt around an infected area, in modern politics a ring of 

hostile European states around the USSR after 1921, from Finland to the Balkans, to isolate and 

neutralise it 

tennô = the God-Emperor (in Japan), a tradition re-invented in 19th Century  

Gemeinschaft vs. Gesellschaft = community vs. society 

Tertium non datur = a third possibility is not given/extant  

umma = supra-national Moslem world community  

mutatis mutandis = while changing what needs to be changed 

Festung Europa = “Fortress Europe,” Nazi 1941-45 term for its domain  

[pecunia] non olet = money does not stink (and reveal where it came from)  
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Darko Suvin  

A VERY SELECT CHRONOLOGICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY ON FASCISM 

(mainly of books; NY = New York, L= London, F  in comments = fascism) 

 

This is a personal choice, mainly of works that were particularly helpful. I have avoided the 

misleading discussion about “totalitarianism” (except for the relatively best version) and favoured 

books with materials and theories about the actual socio-economical results of F, wherever possible 

in English or with English translation. I have included important summaries of approaches whose 

horizons I largely or wholly do not share, but have not been masochist enough to include titles from 

last 20 years repeating such stances in Post-Modernist sauce. Where an entry is not self-evident or 

discussed in the essay, I have as a rule annotated it.  

Except for the anthologies, the list is chronological. The bibliography is feeble on the last dozen 

years, and even some earlier titles could not be found in the time I had.  

ANTHOLOGIES 

 Abendroth, Wolfgang, ed. Faschismus und Kapitalismus: Theorien über die sozialen Ursprünge 

und die Funktion des Faschismus. Frankfurt & Wien: Europa V, 1967 (Anthology with the early 

pieces of Thalheimer, Marcuse, Bauer, A. Rosenberg, and Tasca, sometimes shortened.) 

 Nolte, Ernst, ed. Theorien über den Faschismus. Köln: Kiepenheuer & Witsch, 1967 (Anthology 

of mainly early pieces, includes Zetkin, Bloch, Borkenau, etc.)  

BEFORE 1996  

 Benjamin, Walter. “Theorien des deutschen Fascismus,“ in his Gesammelte Schriften Frankfurt: 

Suhrkamp, 1980, 8: 238-50. [“Theories of German Fascism.” New German Critique 17 (1979)] 

[original 1930]; and “Das Kunstwerk...,” GS 2: 431-508 [“The Work of Art…,” in Illuminations 

[1950 and reprints]) [original 1935-39]. 

 Reich, Wilhelm. The Mass Psychology of Fascism. Transl. V.R. Carfagno. NY: Farrar, Strauss 

& Giroux, 1970 [original 1933]. (F arises out of mass frustration, political and sexual, mediated 

by the patriarchal family.)  

 Trotsky, Lev D. “Chto takoe natsional-sotsializm?” www.marxists.org/russkij/trotsky/ 

national_socialism/01.htm [English as “What Is National Socialism.” www.marxists.org/ 

archive/trotsky/germany/1933/330610; I use my own translation to avoid some bad mistakes 

here.] (Very stimulating first diagnosis, correct on many central points, e.g. in insisting on a fake 

nationalism and preparations for war.) 

 Marcuse, Herbert. “The Struggle against Liberalism in the Totalitarian View of the State,” in his 

Negations. Transl. J.J Shapiro. Boston: Beacon, 1968, 1-30, www.mayflybooks.org 2009  

[original 1934]. (Fundamental treatise on the ideology of F and the birth of the “total” State from 

Liberalism.) 

 Togliatti, Palmiro. Lezioni sul fascismo. Roma: Ed. Riuniti, 1970; full edn. with notes Corso 

sugli avversari: Le lezioni sul fascismo. Torino: Einaudi, 2010 [lectures held 1935]. (For 

accidental reasons of availability I use both titles.) 

 Brady, Robert A. The Spirit and Structure of German Fascism. NY & L: Viking, 1937 [rpt. 

1971]. (A thorough documented discussion of what was then known about the economy of Nazi 

Germany, its institutions and business practices.)   

 Sohn-Rethel, Alfred. Ökonomie und Klassenstruktur des deutschen Faschismus. Frankfurt: 

Suhrkamp, 1973 (Economy and Class Structure of German Fascism. L: CSE Bks, 1978)  [written 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernst_Nolte
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wilhelm_Reich
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alfred_Sohn-Rethel
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1937-41]. (An insider agent’s first-hand account, with splendidly detailed and deep analyses of 

German capitalist groupings and their interconnection with politics. Indispensable and most eye-

opening.)  

 Tasca, Angelo. Nascita e avvento del fascismo: Firenze: Nuova Italia, 1950 [exile French edn. 

1938; Italian rpt. 1965, 1995; The Rise of Italian Fascism. Transl. P. & D. Wait. NY: Fertig, 

1966 -- with variants in scope between some editions]. (Fundamental blow-by-blow history, with 

first-class theoretical Epilogue.)  

 Brecht, Bertolt. “Über die Theatralik des Faschismus,” in his GFA. Berlin & Frankfurt: Aufbau 

V. & Suhrkamp V., 1995, 22:1: 561-69. [Written 1939.] 

 Fraenkel, Ernst. The Dual State: A Contribution to the Theory of Dictatorship. Transl. E.A. Shils 

et al. Clark NJ: Lawbook Exchange, 2010 [original NY & L: Oxford UP 1941, rpt. 2006]. 

(Excellent inductive survey of legal and judicial aspects of Massnahmenstaat [Prerogative State], 

intertwining with the Law State that still functions where private property over major means of 

production is concerned.)   

 Fromm, Erich. Escape from Freedom. NY: Holt, Rinehart, & Winston, 1969 [original 1941]. 

(After Fromm’s political neo-Freudianism, psychological interpretations of F abound but don’t 

seem to have added anything decisive, except for Theweleit.) 

 Neumann, Franz. Behemoth: The Structure and Practice of National Socialism. Oxford: Oxford 

UP, 1942 [available at http://www.unz.org/Pub/NeumannFranz-1942; expanded edn. 1944; rpt. 

1983]. (Excellent. The most comprehensive early publication in English of the functioning of 

Nazism, especially in its political and economic aspects. The regime was an alliance of 

competing power elites with primacy of the Nazi party.)  

 Sweezy, Paul M. „Fascism,“ ch. 18 in his The Theory of Capitalist Development. NY: 1942; rpt. 

L: Dobson, 1962, 329-67; https://thepointistochangeit.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/ 

sweezy_theory-of-capitalistic-development1.pdf. (Much of this is out of date but the strong 

connexion to capitalism and imperialism remains significant.)  

 Brady, Robert A. Business as a System of Power. NY: Columbia UP, 1945 [original 1943]. 

(Stress on “peak organisations” of business with data 1880-1940, chapters on Germany, Italy, 

France, and Japan.) 

 Bettelheim, Charles. L'Économie allemande sous le nazisme. Paris: Rivière, 1946; rpt. Paris: 

Maspero, 1971, 2 Vols. [German edn. Die deutsche Wirtschaft unter dem Nationalsozialismus, 

München: 1974]. (Huge amount of data within a rigid interpretation.) 

 Arendt, Hannah. The Origins of Totalitarianism. NY:  Harcourt, Brace,1951 [enlarged edn. 

1958; many later edn.s] (Arendt’s use of “totalitarianism” deviates from the usual Cold War 

variant in its stress on anti-Semitism, imperialism, downfall of class solidarity, and individual 

isolation, but is still co-responsible for the Hitler-Stalin equation. Pt. 3 discusses the principles 

and consequences of F and what "total domination" signifies in a reign of terror.)  

 Bardèche, Maurice. Qu’est-ce que le fascisme? Paris: Les Sept Couleurs, 1961 [rpt. 1970].  

(Unrepentant and virulent oddity by heterodox “Left” fascist intellectual, with some neo-fascist 

themes.)  

 Maruyama Masao. Thought and Behaviour in Modern Japanese Politics. Ed. I. Morris. L: 

Oxford UP, 1963. (Characteristics of Japanese F.) 

 Nolte, Ernst. The Three Faces of Fascism: Action Française, Italian Fascism, National 

Socialism. Transl. L. Vennewitz, L: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1965 [German original 1963]. 

(Meritorious historical analyses, aberrant presuppositions.)  

https://thepointistochangeit.files.wordpress.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernst_Nolte
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Three_Faces_of_Fascism
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 Mosse, George L. The Crisis of German Ideology: Intellectual Origins of the Third Reich.  NY: 

Grosset & Dunlap, 1964. (Germany 1815-1945; one of the most important surveys of the field 

indicated). See also his Nationalisation of the Masses. NY: Fertig, 1975.  

 Schweitzer, Arthur. Big Business in the Third Reich. Bloomington: Indiana UP, 1964. (Huge and 

useful overview, with conclusions in obsolete US social science terms. Much empirical proof 

that business leaders bear a goodly share of responsibility for Nazi policy, ceding power for 

profits. Up to 1937 the Nazis shared power with generals and big business in “partial F.”)  

 Weber, Eugen. Varieties of Fascism: Doctrines of Revolution in the Twentieth Century, NY: Van 

Nostrand Reinhold, 1985 [1964]. (Contains chapters on fascist movements in different countries, 

and a dubious stance; too sympathetic to the Romanian variant.)  

   Moore, Barrington, Jr. Social Origins of Dictatorship and Democracy: Lord and Peasant in the 

Making of the Modern World. Boston: Beacon P, 1966. (Pioneering comparative analysis of 

major industrialising agrarian countries, with liberal, fascist or communist outcomes.)  

   [Mason, Timothy.] Nazism, Fascism, and the Working Class: Essays by Tim Mason. Ed. J. 

Caplan. Cambridge & NY: Cambridge UP, 1995. (Innovative and richly argued essays, the 

“ultimate authority” (Paxton) in particular on the primacy of politics, women, the working class, 

etc.; written mainly 1968-90.)  

    Woolf, S.J., ed. European Fascism. L: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1970 [1968]. (Historical surveys 

of movements and events in various European countries, no depth analyses.)  

 Eichholtz, Dietrich. Geschichte der deutschen Kriegswirtschaft, 3 Vols. Berlin DDR: Akademie-

V, 1969-96, rpt. München: Saur, 2002; rpt. Berlin: De Gruyter, 2013.  (Monumental statistical 

and historical work.)  

 Vondung, Klaus. Magie und Manipulation: Ideologischer Kult und politische Religion des 

Nationalsozialismus. Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1971. 

 Turner, Henry A., Jr. Faschismus und Kapitalismus in Deutschland. Goettingen: Vandenhoeck 

& Ruprecht, 1972. (Defends capitalists from responsibility for Nazi politics.)  

 Laqueur, Walter ed. Fascism: A Reader’s Guide. Berkeley: U of California P, 1976 Very 

meritorious first volume by various hands surveying the field; I used in particular essays by Juan 

J. Linz, Adrian Lyttelton, Hans Mommsen, Bela Vago, and Alan S. Milward’s  “Fascism and the 

Economy,” 379-412).  

 De Felice, Renzo. Interpretations of Fascism. Cambridge MA: Harvard UP, 1977. (Useful 

overview covering a wide ground, dubious horizon.)  

 Theweleit, Klaus. Männerphantasien, 2 Vols. V Roter Stern, 1977, rpt. 2000; Male Fantasies, 2 

Vols. L: Polity P and Minneapolis: U of Minnesota P, 1987. (Macho militarised psychology and 

F. Essential.)  

 Germani, Gino. Authoritarianism, Fascism, and National Populism. New Brunswick: 

Transaction, 1978. [Various earlier versions in Italian and Spanish.] (Very good. Stress on Italy 

and Argentina.)  

 Mosse, George L. [with M.A. Ledeen]. Nazism. New Brunswick & Oxford: Transaction & 

Blackwell, 1978. (Interview as broad survey, very useful.)  

 Haug, W.F. “Annäherung an die faschistische Modalität der Ideologie,” in K. Weber ed., 

Faschismus und Ideologie. Hamburg: Argument V, 2007, 67-112 [original 1980; the book 

contains a list of his earlier articles on the theme 1974-80]. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eugen_Weber
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Social_Origins_of_Dictatorship_and_Democracy&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter_Laqueur
https://books.google.com/?id=V7uxAAAACAAJ&dq=Interpretations+of+Fascism
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 Larsen, Stein Ugelvik, Bernt Hagtvet, and Jan Petter Myklebust. Who were the Fascists: Social 

Roots of European Fascism. Bergen etc.: Universitetsförlaget, 1980. (An 800-pp. multi-authorial 

and hugely informative overview of both theories about F and its development in most European 

countries.)  

 Friedländer, Saul. Reflections of Nazism: An Essay on Kitsch and Death. NY: Harper & Row, 

1984 [rpt. 2000].  

 Opitz, Reinhardt. Faschismus und Neofaschismus. Bonn: Pahl-Rugenstein, 1996. [Original  

1984] (Detailed survey. The last third of the 450pp. is on neo-F in Germany up to the mid-80s.)  

 Maier, Charles S. “The Economics of Fascism and Nazism,” in his In Search of Stability. 

Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1988, 70-120. [The book reworks earlier essays; rpt. 2003.] 

 Sternhell, Zeev, with Mario Sznajder and Maia Asheri. The Birth of Fascist Ideology, From 

Cultural Rebellion to Political Revolution. Transl. D. Maisei. Princeton: Princeton UP, 1995 

[1994; smaller French edn. 1989]. (F as revolt against Enlightenment and conceptual framework 

deeply rooted in European culture. Pioneering but limited.)  

 Brooker, Paul. The Faces of Fraternalism. Oxford: Clarendon P, 1991. (Focus on fascist male 

comradeship of “mechanical solidarity” in Germany, Italy, Japan)  

 Griffin, Roger. The Nature of Fascism. L & NY: Pinter & St. Martin's P, 1991. (Strange alloy of 

rich overview and useful survey for undergraduates, and a restrictive focus only on ideology, 

defines F strictly as “palingenetic ultra-nationalism” in a stimulating but finally  

counterproductive “zeal to reduce F to one pithy sentence” (Paxton). Chapters on Italy, Germany, 

non-European, and a wide overview of post-1945 “European Fascism,” pp. 161-76.) 

 Payne, Stanley G. A History of Fascism, 1914–1945. Madison: U of Wisconsin P, 1995. [The 

20th Century’s most comprehensive survey of the field, its theories, and secondary literature, 

expanding on his 1980 briefer approach. “Prodigiously learned” but mainly descriptive (Paxton), 

probably the most widely accepted approach to F. It focuses on its “anti“s, “ideology and goals,” 

and “style and organisation”; this remains conceptually unclean. Fundamental, though political 

bias sometimes intrudes.]  

POST-1996  

 Laqueur, Walter. Fascism: Past, Present, Future. NY & Oxford: Oxford UP, 1996. (Pioneering 

and meritorious world survey of “Neo-fascism” and “Post-fascism”; terminology still 

experimental.)  

 Neocleous, Mark. Fascism. Buckingham & Minneapolis: Open U & U of Minnesota P, 1997. 

(Agile and embattled booklet on the organising concepts of nation, war, and nature/natural in F.)  

 Figueroa Ibarra, Carlos. “Faschismus,” in Historisch-Kritisches Wõrterbuch des Marxismus,  

Vol. 4. Hamburg: Argument V, 1999, col  147-64.  

 Kühnl, Reinhard. “Faschismustheorie,” as in former entry, col. 165-86.  

 Larsen, Stein Ugelvik, ed. Fascism outside Europe. NY: Columbia UP, 2001.  

 Griffin, Roger, with Matthew Feldman. Fascism: The Nature of Fascism, 5 Vols. L: Taylor & 

Francis, 2004. (Very wide survey, mainly of hitherto uncollected items, reposes on Griffin’s 

1991 theory. Vol. 5 of 400pp. covers post-1945 period. The unpublished 1942 Marcuse essay in 

Vol. 2 should be added to indispensable readings.)  

 Mann, Michael. Fascists. Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2004. (Meritorious multi-factorial 

sociological analysis of fascist movements -- not States -- with case studies on Italy, Germany, 

Austria, Hungary, Romania, and Spain. The "core" fascist constituencies were nation-state 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zeev_Sternhell
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Mario_Sznajder&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Maia_Asheri&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Martin%27s_Press
https://books.google.com/?id=NLiFIEdI1V4C&dq=A+History+of+Fascism+payne&lr=&source=gbs_summary_s&cad=0
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walter_Laqueur
https://www.google.it/search?hl=hr&tbo=p&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Roger+Griffin%22&source=gbs_metadata_r&cad=7
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soldiers, veterans, civil servants, teachers, and ethnic majority members in disputed territories, 

in some cases also plebeians. Foreign help was crucial for coming to power of F in smaller 

countries, as in Franco's case.)   

 Paxton, Robert O. The Anatomy of Fascism. NY: Vintage Books, 2005 [original 2004].  

(Thoughtful work, structured by clear “phases” of F’s development; rich on all aspects except 

economics. F is characterised by obsession with community breakdown and redemptive cults of 
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